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Abstract 
J\s we all know, nowadays, people like holding or celebrating events in 

restaurants ballro ms, hal.'.i and other'. l lcncc, 1 came out with this system, Event 

Mauag in 111/. ')'SI uu, which is suitable for both hotel and res.taurant businesses in 

order to manage vents systematically and help to ease tedious tasks for the users. 

This system will allow people to reserve the place and food to hold events. This is a 

real-time and online application. People can reserve places through phone, walk-in or 

Internet. 
i 

For the local environment, a booking application will be developed to allow 

' reservation through phone or walk-in. This is to bring conveniences to those 

customers that are not familiar with the use oflntemet. Operators are allowed to send 

reminders to the customers and view schedule enerated b the system to avoid 

double booking. Besides lhi sy tern will help to print out invitation cards to the 

guests invited and allocate scats for them. Mean while, administrators can add or edit 

operators' details, company profiles, facilities details, approve events and view 

reports. 

For the online environment, only members can log in to the web site to 

reserve rooms, meal packages, publish events and send email to their guests. For 

non-registered member, they can browse through the web site for information about 

the upcoming events and the facilities provided by the company. They may choose to 

register as a valid m mb r too. 

To n ur the system efficiency and attempt to meet the user needs, existing 

event rnnnagcm nt systems have been reviewed to do analysis on user requirements. 

'ynthcsis of the proposed system is made based on this analysis. 

lJ 
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Tile mcthodolo 1y, waterfall model with prototyping, has been chosen to 

develop this system. Functional and non-functional requirements for this system are 

stated clearly for tile purpose or controllinu ntd monitoring in the f uturc. 

The basic concept or the system was reviewed to find out the most suitable 

technologies in order to develop this system. Java, JSP, SQL Server 2000 and other 

helpful development tools are chosen to develop this system. System architecture 

design, system functionality design, database design and user interface design were 

used to develop prototyping for the system before the development of the complete 

system. 

111 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Proposed System 

This section aims to describe the proposed l ivcnt Management System (EMS). 

This system is suitable for either hotel ballroom or restaurant business. It will be 

adopted in two different environments which are online environment and local 

environment. 

For online environment, EMS is a web-based system that provides 

reservation services such as booking of halls, meal packages and others to all levels 
I 

of, users or customers through Internet. Only registered members can log in to the 

web site to reserve rooms and meal packages. For non-registered member, they can 

browse through the web site for information about reservation and they may choose 

to re zistcr as a valid member in order to make any reservations. Besides that, Online 

r ~MS also allows users to send invitation card via cmai! to the guests that they wish 

to invite. They may enter a list of email addr sses through this web. site and this 

system will help to send emails to all the entered addresses. Users can only use this 

service (send e-card to the guests) after they paid deposit for their reservations. 

Others feature such as checking for rooms availability, booking records overview 

that allows users to view details of the reservation they made and others may also 

included in this Online EMS. 

For local environment, EMS is an application which will only be accessed by 

administrator or operator within a local area network. People can walk-in or call to 

reserve rooms meal packages or side orders. Total rental amount, total food amount 

and other relevant charges will be calculated in this system too. The receipt for total 

amount wi 11 only be printed once the event over. Besides that, a list of guests can be 

entered into this system and this system will print out invitation cards to the guests 
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listed. Bar code will also be printed on the invitation card for scat allocation purpose. 

On the other hand, authentication and authorization will provide the level of 

accessibility to operators and administrators, where operators arc only allowed to do •• 
daily operations such as booking, viewing schedule and printing of invitation cards 

while administrators have more powers on editing company profile, report viewing 

and others. 

Besides that, for those users that have booked a bal] room, hall or restaurant 

for public events such as exhibitions, concerts, talks and others, they could publish 

their events on the web site1to attract more visitors or participants. 

1.2 Problem Definition 
+ Specialization of system. 

Nowadays, systems are developed for certain users based on their specific 

requirements. For example, restaurant handling system is only suitable for 

restaurants while ballroom handling system is only suitable for hotels. This is 

difficult for those hotels or restaurants that need both of the systems in order to 

handle their daily businesses. They may have to buy two different softwares and 

it is a waste of time in order to learn them separately. 

+ Printing of invitation cards. 

Normally, when people book a ballroom or restaurant to hold event, printing of 

invitation cards is not included. This bring inconveniences to those who need this 

service, they may have to go for printing company in order to print invitation 

cards and pay more charges for it. 

+ 1~· isling manual system. 
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Bulky reservation records may result in time wasting and it may need more 

processing time to process a requirement from customers. Jt may also lead to 

inconsi tcncics Jue to the human errors that could not be avoided. 

·~ l. [/Ji ·11/t to differ tntia! 1 b twc 'II invited and uninvited guests. 

ucsts arc allowed to enter the restaurant or ballroom as their wish without 

concerning whether they are actually invited by the host or not. 

~ Seats all ocation. 

Guests always facing a problem when finding their seats or venue in an event 

they attend. 

+ Lack of authentication and authorization 

Authentication and authorization is needed in order to provide the level of 

accessibility to different group of users. 
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1.3 Airn, Objectives, Relevance and Significance 

1.3.1 Aim 
The aim for this proposed .ystcm is to develop an .vcnt Management System ·- for either hotel or restaurant business in order to streamline event planning and 

handle invitations, registration, bookings and others more effectively. 

1.3.2 Objectives 
The role as a system analyst is to solve tlte current problems encountered and 

provide better solutions or working system to the clients. Based on the specification 
i 

of the Event Management System, we know that users require a simple yet practical 

system and we also need to consider that these requirements will change from time to 

time during the development of the system. In general, the system is expected to 

achieve the following objectives: 

>- Provide a simpl 'y ,, us r-fri srully int rface to the user 

The system is easy to operate, as it is menu driven. All it needs is a little general 

knowledge and some training. The user would be able to operate the system 

without any problems. 

)>- Reduce workloads and increase efficiency 

The system keeps all the necessary records in a database, where all the files are 

integrated together. By storing the records in the database, files or data retrieval 

become faster. So, this will help to reduce the operational time, paper work and 

increa e its efficiency. 

)>- lmpl .ment a more convenient and efficient way in handling events 

Handling events in a systematically way will help to reduce management cost. 

With an efficient and reliable system, new customers can be attracted and 
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existing customers will stay retained. Through onlinc l~MS, customers arc 

allowed to conduct searches and inquiries 24 hours a day, at their convenience. 

Y Provide a se ·11r' systetn 

, ccurity ~111d confidentiality is one or the most important aspects in any system, 

no matter it is a manual system or automated system. Thus, one of the objectives 

for this proposed system is to deter unauthorized access. Only authorized 

personnel with the correct identification and password would be allowed to 

access into the system. 

1.3.3 Relevance 
Events play a key role in marketing, driving demand, reinforcing brand image, 

and enhancing goodwill with prospects and customers. Yet planning events can be a 

Lime consuming and complicated process. 

/\s we all know, nowadays people like holding or celebrating events in 

restaurants, ballrooms and others. For example, for popular events such like birthday 

party, mother's day, father's day, wedding party, talks and others, people like to 

book a restaurant or even book a ballroom to celebrate these meaningful days or 

events. In order to hold an event, venue is always the most important feature that will 

be considerate by customers and these venues may include hotel ballroom, restaurant 

and others. 

Thus, this Event Management System is suitable and needed in the restaurant 

or hotel industry in order to handle or manage events in a more systematically way 

and help to ease all the problems faced by the users when holding an event. 
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1.3.4 Significance 
Should this project be succcssf ully implemented, it would provide the hotel 

or restaurant a11 added strinu to its corn] ctitivc bow. This application is bundled with 
at 

a user friendly interface for 011li11e or real time Event Management System, which 

allows emphasizes on hassle-free requests. Administrators on the other hand are able 

to make full use of the administrator module to generate and retrieve useful 

information. On the whole, this ap~lication helps the hotel or restaurant to increase 

its publicity and business efficiency, thus increase its profit and make it a pleasant 

experience for its guests. 

1.4 System Scope 
Basically, this system is to be utilized by the company's staff It should also 

provide case or usage to the indirect users or the system who are in this case the 

internet users. This proposed system will be divided into three modules, which are 

administrator module, operator module and user module. 

Module Targeted Users 

Administrator Supervisor, manager, senior officer and others. 

Operator Normal staff Ex: front desk, operator, and others. 

Internet User All level of internet users 

Table 1.1 : System Scope 

I. Administrator Module 

.);:> Allow authorized administrators to access and maintain the database. 

):> Allow administrators to update, delete, add or view operators' details. 

).- Allow administrators to view reports. 
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r Allow administrators to update company profiles, prices of set menus, 

facilities details such as number or ball rooms. 

)..- Allow administrators to add or delete operators from accessing the system. 

;.... Allow administrators to check and approve those public events (events like 

exhibition, concert, and others.) details before publish them on to the web site. 

II. Operator Module 

> Allow operators to do daily operations, such as reserve ballroom or restaurant 

for customers, print 1invitation cards and others. 

> Allow operators to update, delete, add or view the users' booking details. 

> Allow operators to calculate total amount of rental, food and beverage 

ordered by customers. 

).- Allow operators to view daily or monthly schedule. 

>- Allow operators to help guests in searching their scats by host name, date or . 
guest name. 

> Allow operators to send reminders to the customers in order to confirm their 

reservations before cancelling their reservations. 

III. Internet User Module (web-based) 

> Allow registered users to access the web site to make reservation for an event 

> Allow registered users to send email or e-card to all the guests that will be 

invited to the event. 

)> Allow registered users to publish their events online. 

)> Allow registered users to view records of their reservation(s). 

7 
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;,. Allow registered users lo view prices or set menus offered, rental and details 

of ball rooms or restaurant and others. 

;,. Allow non-re iistcrcd users to sign in as valid users. 

L.5 Project Limitation 
This system are developed mainly for hotel or restaurant or others businesses 

that provide room or hCJ.11 booking for holding events. Thus, this system may not be 

suitable for others type of businesses. Besides that, this system can either be used by 

a restaurant or a hotel or others centers that provide hall or room booking for events. 

It cannot be used simultaneously for those businesses that provide both restaurant 

and hall booking services in a same time. For example, a hotel that has its own ball 

rooms and restaurants where both of them also allow booking for events, could not 

use this system as a single system for both ball rooms and restaurants simultaneously. 

thcrs features such like computerized lucky draw, booking for sound equipments 

and others are not included. Mean while, payment of rental or deposit through the 

web site is also not included. 

1.6 Project Schedule 
Project scheduling cursors of the whole development activities are carefully 

planned out to achieve a systematic progress and ensure on-time delivery of the 

product. It is important to have a project schedule as it acts as a time management 

and control to the developer making sure he is in route of the direction of the project. 

Fiaure 1.1 shows the project schedule in Gantt chart. At the project 

identification and selection stage, the proposed system was accepted by supervisor. 

;,. Project initiation and Planning 
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Around two weeks <ire needed to define the objectives, score, project limitation 

and project schedule or the proposed Event Management System in chapter 

Introduction. 

).:- Lit ir II ure Revi 1W 

lt is estimated that three weeks is needed to do research in order to gather 

information from various sources from reading materials, Internet or others. This 

included the time needed to analyze on existing event management system. 

> Methodology 

About two weeks is needed to determine the proper methodology for this system. 

Surveys and interviews with targeted users will be conducted. Methodology that 

will be used for this project will be chosen. 

r System Analysis 

About three weeks time rs needed to complete the analysis of the system 

requirements. The data c?llccted in the methodology will be analyzed to get the 

user requirements. Analysis of hardware and software requirements for the 

system will also be conducted. 

);- System Design 

System design is estimated to take around four weeks time. The design of module 

for the system is expected to be completed during this period. DFD (Data Flow 

Diagram) that shows the relationship between entities will be presented. A user 

friendly interface will be designed during this period. 

);- ~ ·t 11111111 /e111 ntation 

Implementation and coding of the system is expected to take six weeks time as 

many technical problems will be faced during the process. It is also to ensure the 

quality of the system. 
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;.. S)1sLe111 Jesting 

Testing of the system will take place upon the completion of the coding. It is 

estimated to take around five weeks time. J uring the period unit module , , , 

iutcuration and system testing will take place to make sure that the system is 

functional according to the requirements. 

>'- System Evaluation 

Implementation of the final product will be done in around three week's time. All 

the modules in the proposed system will be evaluated. 

>'- Documentation 

Documentation has been carried out during the whole system development 

process. Discussion with supervisor is held whenever there are any problems 

faced. 

10 
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1. 7 Expected Outcorne 
The expected outcomes or the proposed system arc us below: 

~ The new dcsiuncd system is simple, user Friendly and easy to operate. Once 

the Event Mannucmcnt ystcm is developed, users arc able to book or reserve 

halls or restaurant to hold events through Internet, phone or walk-in. Hotel or 

restaurant might handle events more effectively . 

. t!> Provide a standard graphic user interface. 

+ Acceptable response time when users use the proposed system. 

-!> The proposed system can be easily expanded if the capabilities and 

' functionalities of the system are increased in the future. 

1.8 Report Overview 
Chapter I lntrotlu .tion 

This chapter presents the general review and the definition of the proposed Event 

Management System. The overview, objectives and the limitation of the project are 

given. A brief explanation of the scope of project is also included. 

Chapter 2 Literature Review 

This chapter gives the detail of the literature survey that has been conducted by 

previous scholars. Information related to the system is obtained from various sources 

such as web, text books, and articles. Besides that, the analysis of the similar existing 

system available i also included. A brief of each of the system is given. 

onsidcrntion of tc hnologies used in the proposed system is also included in this 

·hnpt ·r. 

Chapter 3 lll •tluu/r1/ogy 

I' 
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Jn this chapter, the methodology used for this project was introduced. Method or 

approaches used to )at her i111"or111atio11 about system will be identified too. 

Chapter 4 5)1ste111 Analysis 

!11 thi · chupt .r, the functional and nonfunctional requirement of the system is 

provided. I csidcs that, comparison between software and hardware requirements are 

made to justify which software and hardware is most suitable to develop the system. 

Chapter 5 System Design 

This chapter presents the design of the Event Management System. The system 

architecture, database design, data dictionary, interface design, program design and 

data flow diagram will be included in this chapter. Detail diagram of each module 

will be described as well. 

lJ 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
This chapter will describe in detail the various studies and researches done on 

the topic or cxistinu event mana )e111c11t systems that arc more crnphasizcdg.on 

ballroom or re .tnurunt booking and handling in holding events. It is the objective of 

this chapter to outline systematically all these studies so that it will assist in the 

proper selection of tools and development methods of the Event Management System. 

This study will facilitate better understanding of the procedures and functions of an 

event management system. In the section of existing event management systems, it is 
i 

evidence that a study needs to be done with regards to Event Management System 

before the task of developing a system for Event Management System is under taken. 

Besides that, this chapter will discuss the probable technologies used in the proposed 

system. 

2.1 What is Event Management System? 
Literally, Event Management System is a system, software or product that 

help to handle, manage and plan events in a more systematically way. In this case, 

events may include conferences, weddings, parties, seminars, concerts, tournaments, 

meetings and others. Event Management System is suitable for hotels, churches, 

restaurants, universities or colleges, conference centers, exhibition halls and others. 

There are two types of event management system which are online and real- 

time event management syst 'ms. Online Event Management System or Online Event 

R, nstrution .stcm is a powerful online service that allows us to take registrations 

uud pro .css pa mcnts online for our meetings and events. There is nothing to 

pur .hasc or install and we can access the software over the Internet from any web 

brows .r, Furth ·r more; the attendees can register 24 hours a day, seven days a week! 

I I 
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This system is perfect for meetings, sernmars, conferences, trade shows, classes, 

sporting events, club functions, and any corporate event. Sophisticated onlinc 

registration software rives us more than just on line registration. We also get a set of 

event planning and event management tools with functionality like credit card 

processing, email broadcasting, attendee management, flexible reporting, hotel 

reservations and room block management, on-site check in, name badges, post-event 

surveys, reusable event templates, and much more. And best of all, it is the 

affordable event management service that won't break our budget. On the other hand, 

a real-time event management system is an application or system that will be used by 

the company's staffs. The features of this system are rather similar as the Online 

Event Management System but it is built to help managers and staffs in managing the 

complete scope of tasks required to stage an event, plan more effective vents to 

drive greater demand, cut costs and leverage buyin power, reduce cycle time in 

planning and executing events and provide improved measurement and r~eporting. 

As we all know, events are playing a growing role in the marketing 

department, driving demand, reinforcing brand image, and enhancing goodwill with 

prospects and customers. Users' requirements in handling registrations, managing 

events and providing financial and management information change frequently. 

Planning events can be a time consuming and complicated process, made even more 

difficult when there are dozen of events being planned simultaneously worldwide. 

.. vent Managern nt tern therefore has to meet new challenges and tasks on a 

re rulnr basis. The role of zvent Management System is to harness technology and to 

.nsurc thnl it· customers' needs are met by the introduction of new features and 

lh iilitics in a timely manner, without the need for constant re-investment. On the 

oth .,. hand, Event Muna zcrncnt System helps to streamline event planning, allowing 
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us to save successful event plans as templates, handle invitations, registration and 

follow-up automatically, and take advantage or meeting consolidation to achieve 

economics of scale. It an also improve event measurement and r~orting to show 

which event have the rcatcst bottom-line impact. 

Event Management Systems (EMS) offers a full suite of software solutions 

that empower any size meeting or event facility to maximize resource utilization, 

streamline communications and reduce operating costs with customizable workgroup, 

enterprise-wide and Web-based products. Event Management Software is used to 
( 

reserve facilities efficiently without double-booking, manage meetings and events, 

schedule services like catering, manage the inventory of resources like audio visual 

equipment, handle the billing for every detail, and much more. 

•MS software has streamlined room scheduling and event management 

operations for a wide variety of facilities including conference centers, schools and 

universities, corporate meeting and hoteling facilities, convention centers, 

government offices, associations, churches, healthcare facilities, performing arts 

centers, arenas, parks and recreation departments, and a variety of special event 

centers. 

The following list is just a sampling of the types of industries and facilities 

that rely on _.MS: 

• /\r~ul ·mi· in luding Schools, Colleges and Universities 

• Business including orporations, Law Firms, Hospitality, Associations and 

Non-Profit rganizations 
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• Civic & Cultural including onvcntion 'enters, ommunity !:vent Centers, 

Libraries, Museums and I'crfonnin 1 Arts Venues 

o Government includin 1 Federal, State and Local lovernmcnt Organizations 

• llcalt.hcare including I Iospitals and Healthcare Organizations 

• Religious including Churches, Synagogues, Schools and Religious 

Community Centers 

• Sports & Recreation including Stadiums, Arenas, Sports Facilities and Parks 

& Recreation 

2.1.1 Advantages 

One of the advantages of EMS is to eliminate double bookings and 

subsequently help to increase efficiency in event handlin 1. Besides that, it also helps 

to improve management by rcccivin l minute by minute event statistic and reporting 

and reconcile attendee payments instantly. Through its online features, it also benefit 

from an Internet presence without the trouble and expense oi' developing and hosting 

our own web registration system. Furthermore, EMS enhances customer service. 

Through Internet, customer can access to the system 24 hours a day. EMS also helps 

to save time and money because it reduces staffing costs for paper works and 

workers and subsequently reduces error prone. 

2.1.2 Disadvantage 

The scope of Event Managern nt System is too large to satisfy all users 

because there are too many types of events need to be handled and there is no single 

system which .nn fulfill this demand. The features of a single event management 

syst .m may not suitable for every business. Sometimes the unexpected down line 

whi .h happens in the Internet will cause a lot of inconveniences to the users. The 

~ · .urity tor the onlinc event muna icment system must be strong enough to prevent 
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unauthorized users to access and modify the database. Sometimes the data shown in 

the web pages may not be updated, this may lead lo an inconvenience situation for 

the users especially tile information or data is not reliable. ·- 
2.2 Type of Event Management System 

2.2.1 Existing Manual Event Management System 
1 he other name of manual Event Management System is traditional Event 

Management System. This manual system managed by human, where information is 

saved in the ledger book or book, the concepts are similar to a calendar or diary book. 

Customers who request for the reservation for events, their names will be written 

down on the pages according to the data (Stair, 1996). This type of reservation is 

seldom used now because it takes time to accomplish the task and the system is also 

not very reliable. Jt may cause a lot or delays or crashes during the reservation and 

subsequently cause the losing or the customers or supporters. 

2.2.2 Computerized Event Management System 

The computerized Event Management System is the modem type of event 

management system. It uses computers to manage the flow of reservations and 

management of events. This system may also provide us with the tools to manage the 

events as efficiently as possible. It streamlines event planning, allowing us to save 

successful event plans as templates, handle invitations, registration and others. 

Therefore it helps to increase efficiency and profit in many industries, such as hotels, 

restaurants, convention c nters chambers, civic halls and others. 
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2.2.2.1 EvcntPro Event Management System 
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Figure 2.1 : EventPro Hotels and Catering Facilities (System Scrccnshot) 

EventPro Software is a wholely owned subsidiary of Profit Systems Inc. 

Since 1985 Profit Systems has been providing software solutions to business and 

wholesale distribution, unicn management, military mess management, preventative 

maintenance and event management. EventFro software acts as specialists in event 

management software; they are committed to one thing - providing us with the tools 

to manage our events as efficiently as possible. 

The website mentioned above will provide information on the software 

developed for Event Management System. Generally, this software or system is 

suitable for hotel, church, university or college, conference centre and exhibition 

centre. 

Reference web site: http://wwv.1.eventRro.net/ 

11. S stt.:m interface. 

~ I ~vent Pro 200 new layout using the ACCESS 2000 database allows users to 

nuvi rate the pro .rarn easier and faster! Quick tabs allow us to quickly jump 
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from the bocking grid, to event management details, to custom contacts and 

event charges. Before a user can use the system, he/she should register first in 

order to keep the personal p~1.rticulars record. 

b. System Function 

~ Booking talendar. 

It has a superior graphical booking calendar that offers "Day", "Week", 

"Month" and "Year" views. Users can select their preference and easily 
" 

switch views with a simple click The user-definable color-coded statuses are 

used to show which rooms are booked and the status of each. A quick 

reference of event names, times and statuses are shown at the' top of the 

booking grid or in a drop down box when a cell is touched with the mouse. 

~ Hooking wizard: 

The software provides a "wizard' to guide the user through the booking 

process step-by-step. It enables user to move from event information to 

customer information to room rates and following right on through to event 

detail information. 

~ Contact management: 

It empowers the salespeople to provide the highest level of service. It keeps 

complete client information including contact persons. This module has 

separated file tabs for "Contact Log" (history of contacts), "Notes" and 

"Ticklers" (reminders). Th software also allows staffs to access the built-in 

Word Processor to er ate letters for a selected customer or use the "filtering" 

option to isolate a particular group of customers. 

+ 1~·vC'11t details: 

The Event Detail Screen offers individual file tabs for Setup Materials 

(iucludin 1 /\/V), Labor, atcring and Liquor as well as Letters, Images (floor 

() 
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plans and/or photos), Discounts and Ticklers. The "Copy" function saves 

endless amounts or dat~1 entry time and possible .rrors. Tile sort ware has the 

versatility to handle and add detail items to an event. 

·~ Cot 'ring: 

Thi software divides Catering into four levels. These levels being Menu 

Group (e.g. Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, and others.), Menu Codes (Specific 

Menu Names), Menu Categories (Entrees, Potatoes, Salad, Desserts, and 
' 

others.) and Menu Items (e.g. Roast Beef, Baked Chicken, Scalloped Potatoes, 

I Caesar Salad, and others.). It allows users to choose "Served" or "Buffet" 

with a simple click of the mouse. 

+ Reporting: 

The software helps in design the report that provides the required information 

such as Event Reports, Setup Rcporjs, Financial Reports and Accounting 

Reports. It has a "~iltering" feature which allows the user to isolate the exact 

information to be used for the report. Current, historical and future 

EventPro's database is offered in Access and Microsoft SQL. The software 

also includes a built-in report writer 

+ Others: 

Word Processing, Floor Plans, Discounting, Ticklers, Web Integration 

c. Software Used 

+ Interface layout: Microsoft Access 2000 

+ Su] port .d datat a cs: Access 2000, Microsoft SOL 7 - SP3, SOL 2000, or MSDE 7 

cl. Advantnucs 

+ Eliminate double bookings. 

+ lntcrnul reminders. 
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oz For web integration features, it allows clients, co-workers, and other 

EventPro users to view the events takine place i11 !lie focilily with Evcntl'ro's 

web enabled event: screen and publish selected events to the web site. Clients •• 
will then be able to see what locations and dates are open and can send in 

requests to the corresponding staffs. 

e. Disadvantages 

~ This system only suitable for hotel and catering facilities. Others business 

like convention centre, exhibition hall and others may need to buy different 

software in order to; manage events. It will confuse the buyers on purchasing 

products. 

~ The system interface is quite crowded and monotonous. 

~ Features such like seats allocation, invitation handling and others are not 

included. These may not satisfy those choosy type customers. 

2.2.2.2 FASTBook 

. ~ ." :" -, I 

!1hte: t....: 
ttt>"·"--"" .. ._.,_.,.-"C'\I ="'*"XW't 
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., 1(1 ... ...., .l)twt ~,.,..,) ""b 

C4r-.. ,.. :; .. )r-J,1fi tH~ . ..4M 

t'w1.µ111 ttoc.S. DO::,.&.M ""l eo r..,. 

. .!J 
Figure 2.2 : Fastlsook (System Screenshot) 

Reference web site: htt 1://www.eventsoft.com/fostbook I .as 
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F ASTbook is one of the hi ihcst rated facility management programs 

available. The user-friendly windows environment i,· simple to use and features 

extensive context-sensitive on-screen help menus, along with a convenient users 

uuidc. FA Tbook is a complete, state-of-the-art booking system that is easily 

cu tornized for your facility and your specific needs. FASTbook performs every 

function necessary to quickly schedule and track all aspects of an event, from initial 

inquiry to final invoicing. 

a. System interface. 

+ The user-friendly 'windows environment is simple to use and features 

extensive context-sensitive on-screen help menus, along with a convenient 

users guide. 

b. System Function 

~ 'al indar and Timelin ts: 

This soft;vare helps to arrange facility's bookings and show us everything that 

is going on in our facility. The calendar gives us an instant overview of our 

facility's status in a monthly calendar form. The Daily Timeline is a graphical 

display of our facility's bookings for one day. It gives us a snapshot of the 

status of all rooms while he Monthly Timeline displays our facility's bookings 

for one month. 

~ Booking Madu/ e: 

This module helps to manage room availability and booking fast and simple. 

We .an vi w the alcndar to check room availability. This software allows 

for quick capturing of all essential event information, and then finds the best 

uvuilublc room according to customers' specifications. It also allows us to 

find spucc, check attributes and book it while the customer is on the phone. 
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There is an Advanced Booking feature that allows us to schedule repetitive or 

recurring events. This module allow· us Lo enter all relevant information on 

one screen while for canccli~g or changing event statuses, it requires us to 

change the status of the event on the zvent Data screen. The program will 

take care of the rest. 

+ Resource Managers: 

It helps to coordinate all aspects of facility equipment, meals and labor, 

including inventory, availability, resource allocation, and invoicing for both 

in-house and vendof supplied resources. The equipment database manages all 

' aspects of equipments including inventory, availability and cost. We can 

select meals from a list of meal components for in-house or vendor supplied 

catering. Besides, we also can select the p sitions, enter the hours and the 

software will keep track of labor from scheduling to billing. To obtain a 

detailed event outline for our event, we can select items from our predefined 

list and type in the time. Ticklers are available to remind us about the things 

that we have to do to follow up for an event. 

+ FASTmail: 

Connects to our E-mail, any time we need to correspond with a client to 

confirm or make a change to their event. This f ature can also send the client 

a reminder. 

c. Software Used 

.-. A T 2000 

ore! uite 7 

+ Access Microsoft word, Excel 

+ rystnl Report Writer and others 
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d. Advantages 

":!' The existence or 011 screen help menus and user •uiclcs makes it simple to go 

throu 11J the system. 

~ This system performs every function necessary to quickly schedule and track 

all aspects of an event, from initial inquiry to final invoicing. 

~ This system coordinates alJ aspects of facility equipment, meals and labor, 

including inventory, availability, resource allocation, and invoicing for both 

in-house and vendor supplied resources. 

e. Disadvantages 

<!> The system interface is quite dull. 

<!> Features such like invitation handling and others are not included. These may 

not satisfy those choosy type users. 

+ The features of this system arc too general that sometimes these may n.ot 

fulfill some users' requirements. 

2.2.2.3 EMS from Dean Evans & Associates, Inc 
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In order to increase flexibility in room scheduling and event management, 

EMS comes out with several solutions that designed to track tile rncctin is and events 

that take place in our facility more efficiently. The LMS family products include 
•• 

, M ' ·;ntcrpri .c, EMS Professional, EMS Lite, and EMS Hotcling which arc ideal 

for scheduling and managing a wide variety of facility types across various industries. 

Reference web site: http://www.dea.com/Default.asp 

In general, the features of EMS family products are shown as below: 

a. System interface 

i!> There is a reservation wizard that makes it simple (step by step) to check 

availability across any conceivable pattern of dates, and include our O\VI1 

search criteria. 

~ 1 he user-friendly Reservation I ook nets as a powerful tool for visualizing 

facility use and checking availability in an easier way. 

b. System Function 

-!> Reservation: 

This reservation module consists of several sub modules, which are new 

reservation, open reservation, groups, calendar, reservation books, scrolling 

book and browse events modules. Each of these sub modules has their O\Vl1 

function. When users click on New Reservation, a form with a small monthly 

calendar will be shown and users can enter the date by selecting the date on 

the .nl .ndnr and fill in some relevant details in the fields provided inside the 

form. pen Reservation module allows users to open and edit all the booking 

records. n the other hand, Groups module keeps a11, their regular customers' 

contact numbers and addresses. Calendar function is another function that 
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allows users to view the particular bookin 1 details by selecting a date 011 the 

calendar. Reservation 1111d Scrollin 1 Book arc powerful tools for visualizing 

facility use and chcckinu availability while I rowsc Events function is a 

filtered search engine that allows users to search for particular booking details. 

~ Reports: 

The reports shown in the system are Event Schedule report, Event Calendar 

report, Setup Worksheet report, Reservation Book report and Custom 

Calendar report. 

+ Configuration: 

Configuration module helps to edit the configuration for the facilities 

provided such as details on rooms, setup types, event types, holidays and 

calendar styles. 

Adm in: 

Administration module allows users to delete old data, registration for group . 
members, change system preference and others. 

+ Virtual EMS: 

The Web-enabling module that provides real-time _access to . meeting 

schedules and event calendars online and also provides online room request. 

+ Optional modules: Video display interface, academic import utility and others 

c. Software Used 

A Mi rosoft SQL crver and others 

d. /\dvnntn 1cs 

+ It 01 timizcs resources utilization. 

"" It is easy to use because it provides step-by-step wizards simplify the making 

or .hnn •ill' or data. 
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+ It increases productivity and communication because it reduces the time 

required to schedule and manage events, 'O staff can focus more on customer 

servi .e. •• 
This system integrates with web modules that can extend the system 

capability to the web. 

e. Disadvantages 
" ~ The system does not provide a utilized system that handles every type of 

events because this system is customized to particular business only. 
I 

+ There are too many types of Event Management Systems that provided by 

this company, customers may feel hesitate on choosing the most suitable type 

of system. 

,,. Features such like invitation handling scat allocation printing of invitation 

cards and others arc not included. These may not satisfy those choosy type 

users. 

+ This software cannot run on multiplatfonn, for example, EMS Enterprise can 

only be supported on Windows NT, 2000 and XP. 

+ The software does not provide log in module, thus any· users of the system 

can change the preference of the system and do things which are supposed to 

be done by an administrator. 

+ The interface is quite m ssy and the layout of the forms is not organized 

properly. 

2.2.3 Online 11 vent Management System 
Ne wnday , network connection has played an important role in linking all the , 

networks from different places all over the world. Many companies or industries 
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have published their business on Internet in order to popularize their businesses or 

products. It has become a new trend i11 tile business areas. 

incc there is a demand in re iistcrin r events on line instead -of calling through 

phone or walk-in registration, here comes the online Event Management System. 

There is nothing to purchase or install as we can access the online event management 

system over the Internet from any web browser. Internet users can register 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week! This system is perfect for meetings, seminars, conferences, 

trade shows, classes, sporting events, club functions, and any other events. There is 

also a set of event planning and event management tools with functionality like credit 

card processing, email broadcasting, hotel reservations and room block management 

and much more. 

2.2.3.l FA TBook Online 
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I! 

I•igurc 2.4: FastBook Online (System Screenshot) 

l-1\ Tbook nlinc is a web based software that integrates with FASTbook (a 

corn] utcrizcd Event Management System that I mentioned above). It enables the 

world to know what is going on at the company's facility. A calendar of upcomin 1 
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events will be displayed on the website tor everyone to sec. Besides that, this 

calendar can be put 011 local intranct and only allows the employees to view. Internet 

user· can click on any of the events in the calendar to find out more information. On 
•• 

the other hand, the calendar is personalized to fit into the website. Company's logo 

will appear at the top of every page. By using FASTbook as scheduler, the events 

will be uploaded to FASTbook Online automatically. 

" Reference Web Site: http://www. eventsoft. com/fbonline 1. asp 

a. System interface 
- ~ The background is plain in order to avoid transmission delay when accessing 

the system. The icons and wordings are clear and concise. Overall, the 

interface is simple and easy to use. 

b. System Function 

o!o Search Module: 

This module aJlows users to search for upcoming events according to the 

selected month and year. The filter function allows the events displayed 

filtered by status. Besides that, users can also search for events through 

clicking on the "Search" button from the main page. A search form will be 

displayed and it provides more flexibility to the searching methods. Users can 

search the events by event name, room location, status, customer, event type 

and date. 

+ al ndar: 

The cal ndar gives us an instant overview of the upcommg events in a 

month! calendar form. By simply clicking on the event date from the 
' 

.ulcndar, details of the particular event will be displayed. 

+ Ncq1wst !111 Ev •111: 

'.H) 
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Another function or this system is rcquc t for event. 13y clicking the 

"Request" buuot: l'ro111 tile 11wi11 pa )c, the system will direct the users to the 

Request form. Users 111ay have to fill in their personal details and the event 

information in order to make a request for event. 

c. Technology Used 

~ The system is developed using ASP with the extension files ended with asp. 

d. Advantages 

o!t The interface, words and icons displayed are plain and understandable. It is 

user friendly and easy to use. 
I 

o!o The respond time is fast and there isn't any lag when loading from page to 

page. 

~ The search module is quite complete and easy to use. Users may feel 

convenience when scarchin 1 events information from the search engine 

provided by the web site. 

e. Disadvantages 

~ This system does not provide the company information, details on room 

rental, meal packages that offered by the company and others on the web site. 

~ Features such like invitation handling through e-mail and others are not 

included. These may not satisfy those choosy type users. 

~ The request for event form does not allow users to select their desired venue 

to hold an event. 

+ Meal reservati n is not allowed on this web site. This may not satisfy those 

users that need catering service online. 

. I 
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2.2.3.2 Trowbridge Civic H:"\:I 

E~ t:.•"' \'..~"' r.,.,Jl'!h•~ •• 11. l~·~· 

r.:-..i.. ~ _) L.,..J ,:) .~1./°'~'ll•h ·,\•1.w .. 1w1 \~" !h {?.)1~_;.,,:.., r:J ·, )"J ·~1 lllJ 
:1 

WEL :OJ\.JE TO YOUR 

CIVIC HALL 

Figure 2.5: Townbridge Civic Hall (System Screenshot) 

Trowbridge, the county town of Wiltshire, is a vibrant industrial commercial 

and administrative centre, situated close to the western boundary of Wiltshire. It has 

a civic hall which equipped with complete facilities that arc always available for 

Trowbridge residents. This web site provides· services such as reservation, 

information provider and others. People can go through this web site and make 

reservation for their events easily. 

Reference Web Site: http://w\vw.peter.developer.graphyx.net/civic%20hall/1/ 

a. · System interface 

~ The background is plain in order to avoid transmission delay when accessing 

the system. The icons and wordings are clear and concise but the layout of the 

web site is not attractive enough. Overall, the interface is simple and easy to 

use. 

b, Systern Function 

+ Rcscrvation.: 

From the main page, we can click on the link below which will direct the 

users to a re .crvution form in order to make a reservation. This reservation 

J 
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form allows users to key in their desired event details, such as event name, 

time, choose a required morn, additional requirement (piano, audio and 

others), wine, drinks, rood, music band, term and condition and others. 

A J11fom11/io11 Provider. 

By clicking the "Rooms" button, the web site will direct the users to a page 

that provides rooms pictures, names of the rooms, rooms size and equipment 

that provided by each room. We can view for facilities information by 

clicking on the "Facilities" button where facilities include equipment, 

refreshments and food. Trowbridge Civic Hall's floor plan is also provided 

in a page named "Your Event". Besides that, by clicking "Events" button, we 

can view for the details of the upcoming events that will be held in Civic Hall. 

Through the "Price uidc" pa •e, we can know more about the price of the 

food packa ics, rental of each room and equipments. 

c. Technology Used 
o!o The system is developed using ASP and HTML with the extension files 

ended with asp and htm. The reservation form is designed using HTML but 

the action posted by the form is using ASP for privacy purpose while other 

pages are mainly developed using HTML only. 

d. Advantages 
~ The booking or reservation form provides flexibility for the users in order to 

make reservation for their events. They can select their venue, food, 

refreshments, cquiprnent, music band and other facilities they need through 

this form. 

+ Information provided by this web site is satisfied and enough. People can go 

throu •11 this web site searching for the information of their facilities and 

.om par· tile rooms' rental or price of each food before making a request. 

J 
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It provides better links. All the needed links are designed in button form 

which can be found at the left hand side or each pa re. Thus, users can access 

to their desired links by simply clicl iug on the buttons fast and easy. 
gf-•· 

c. isadvantagcs 
-!» Features such like invitation handling through e-mail and others are not 

included. These may not satisfy those choosy type users. 

-!> Upcoming events should be displayed in calendar fonn instead of displaying 

them in a list form in order to make it easier to use and attractive. 

~ The web site does pot provide any company profile. This may not satisfy 

those users who need extra information. 

~ The layout of the interface is not attractive enough. 

+ The web site does not support payment 011li11e; this may bring dissatisfaction 

and inconvenience to the users. 

2.2.3.3 Ez-Event 

Welcome to the create an event area. From here you will be able to search for venues and ultimately send them RFPs (requests for 
proposals). This first screen allows you to per1orm a search for venues. Searching for venues Is as simple as filling out the following 
form. 

Planner Sources Restaurants 

The event title you select will allow you to identify your event througho 
the "My Events" section accessible by the tab on the top when you have 

Title (ex. Company Holkley Dinner) ID Fioht 

Mootinu Plan11cr Mcolino Planner Organizdtio11 

l':ni!'f.611\f.'{ilt'ttfflri{d;i&l 
Planned for - hulividual Pl"'"""! for. ComJH!ITY 

,,, 1111111 nt ~l<tJ 11 J){J, QV(llll7 You can !<P(!Ori up ltw {Jl(X~ of seorch1nc for venoo3 and profiling en even/ by se!eclinQ an event 
11\">l)l lh/1 {>Ml All II)() !1111'.>tm(tl/e>n you lypo(i In proviou31y will be oro-mtec: 

Figure 2.6: Ez-Event (System Screenshot) 
·" 
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EZ-Event i one of the online booking s -stcrns that bring full scrv cc 

restaurants ongoing group dim er nicctin > business from corporate America. EZ 

Event facilitates a private cxchan re between corporate meeting planners (customers) 

and the sales/banquet staff resulting in repeat dinner meeting bookings and 

quantifiable results. It pays to be an EZ-Event member. 

Reference Web Site: ht1p://www.ez-event.com/restaurants.asp 

a. System Interface: 

'!!t The background is plain in order to avoid transmission delay when accessing 

the system. The layout of the web site is simple and organized. Step by step 

reservation may bring convenience to users while making a request for event. 

b. System Description: 

.+ How does it look like; 

i) Listing.na ic: 

This page consists of two listings which are Basic Listing and Premier 

Listing. This is a powerful presentation of our restaurant's unique qualities. 

Top placement (Premier Listing) ensures that the corporate planner sees 

our restaurant first. 

ii) Venue Horne page: 

This page helps to make our restaurant best impression. It draws the 

corporate planner in with a high resolution photo, enrolling description, 

and important d tails which will help the corporate planner to agree that 

our restaurant arc the best choice for their next corporate dinner meeting. 

iii) Photo rnll 'r : 
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This is the page which will provide the corporate planner with up to 20 

photos depicting om restaurant atmosphere, private rooms and menu 

items. 

iv) Photo 1allery Enlarged: 

All photos can be enlarged by the corporate planner for a close look. 

Photos are formatted into a scrolling photo gaJJery. 

v) Menus: 

This page gives the corporate planner our restaurant's cuisine and preset 

menus. 

vi) Maps: 

It is easy to find the location of the restaurant through the two customized 

maps that had been pre-created for the restaurant 

"!.- I low it works: 

i) Search Venue: 

The corporate planner looks for restaurant choices in specific area which 

can accommodate their events. There is a form which the corporate 

planner has to fill in the details. 

ii) Restaurant Choices: 

The system displays the restaurants that are in the selected area. Premier 

restaurants are displayed first and follow by basic restaurants. 

iii) Selected restaurants: 

The .or] orate planner reviews restaurant information and selects suitable 

choices. 

rv I ~vent Rec uest: 

. ) 
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The corporate planner defines event criteria (numbers or guests, date, and 

others) and submits the event request to the selected restaurants. Selected 

restaurants' receive an email alert informing them they have a new event .... 
request. The restaurant reviews the event request. 

v) Proposal: 

Using the cost worksheet, a proposal is created which includes a preset 

menu. The proposal is submitted back to the corporate planner. 

vi) Proposal Accepted: 

Restaurant then will receive the credit card and contact information. 

vii)Receipt: 

Restaurant sends a receipt confirming deposit amount, and event is 

confirmed. 

c. Technology Used: 

~ The system is developed using ASP with the .extension files ended with asp. 

d. Advantages: 

~ This system gathers all the restaurants according to specific area and this will 

bring conveniences to the corporate planners in order to choose their desired 

area and restaurant to hold their events. It establishes the restaurant as a 

preferred venue in the particular area. 

~ Photos depicting the restaurant atmosphere, private rooms and menu items 

are shown in this syst m and this gives an opportunity to the corporate 

planners to view the restaurant environment before making a reservation. 

~ St .p by step reservation processes has made it simple to the corporate 

plnnn .rs while making a request for event. 
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~ Corporate planners will not rind it di lficult to pay deposit tor the reservation 

because this systen1 allows uni inc payment throu ih credit card. 

e. Disadvantages: 

A The system docs not allow meal or refreshment reservation. This may not 

satisfy those corporate planners that need catering services. 

4- This system is mainly developed for restaurants, therefore, it does not support 

any others businesses which are also provide event handling services. 

~ This system is not suitable for those regular customers who desire to hold 

their events such asparty, wedding and others in the restaurants because this 

system is mainly developed for corporate planners regarding their dinner 

meeting bookings. 

2.2.3.4 Restaurant 101 Cape Cuisine . ., 
(Jlri (d1t ~jij'.'"' Fjv~l1iiit Ioott t-JUtl 

ollod< • ~ GJ ~ ((, I J)s""'"' 't~(F"""'"'" '3'Mo<1.a 0 0· .·~ w. D ~ ~ ITIJ 
AOdr~·~ j.t) hnp:/fwww.;;;.;;,,..-anu01.cn.u~/irrl:tw.h1m 

Cjr'2at '?7-ood ;1!',Cfla~ n I!'., Cjrfl_C<t 'liHU?.S 
q,•a.at t-OimJ. ~ CjJ•a.at P>'iccs 
ru...•bur•nt I F0<w::t;_.,,. I Ur><<,,.,..,.._-1:-;;;:;-l,;lyft-.~~i;-;- .. ~-t;;-;;;-j °"''°"<! n->lring I neh-t th~ Sc111•"" .. 

... whf'lf' we s rr rve to e re ate rbe peod.-<t dilW,g, e xperteuc e fo1 
~-cm. mu· sp\'dn.l ~Uf'Sl, IJy t"OmbUW.1e ~··•:tt Iced. t;J:eat wine , 

~J:f'M servie e nnd most ilnportJlll1ly, gre er priee s. The 
t·•~t:.m :\Ht ha~ be en •l•ri\!'1••1 ~1·01uHI yon. o\lr ~1 .. irt, by 

nm:;:lm11ly foulin: llut \\h:ll ii i:c 1hM ~·un want. 

~bl\V thm:.:c hiw• th.\l~<til (IVf'\" lh• b:ct )"•Ar b•f'1'n:C• :"'(HI 
l\d..:"d far ir. 

\\'.-Jun'" bf','U ('m:--t~m1ly n•rrivius 1-.•1nto~u- f"' tli11t 
u;ylf!lnt "11' ta~· onbne "1ul hf'r• you havf' it. 

\'\'ul rnu 11;nl' \in,·• 111 l1\(1k at ou1· l:-i1r~11n.-n1L" 01· uprorniu~ 
.,, .. ,~h u1· .. "'""' 01 i"'u,.. "fm1dion., "" •n1liu•. 

1-,,...,:Cf' h:wf' ~ lac:ik th.rn11:;h the :cit• nnd Id nu• kuo"' )'"tllll" 
thonfi:l1t~ by .h•mliu" .hU n.u. •m-il 1111t II\ l'I •' '''~''"" aul 10 l .rv 1.!\ 

v, 

Vigurc 2.7: Rcstnunrnt 101 Cape Cuisine (System Screenshot) 

Restaurant I 0 l is a restaurant where they strive to create the perfect dining 

cxp.<.!ricnce for customers, their special guest, by combining great food, great wine, 

•r ·at s ·rvi ·e ond inost importantly, 1reat prices. The restaurant has been dcsi 1ned 
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around their guest, by constantly finding out what it is that customers want. Though 

this web .ite, users can now have a look at their latest menus or upcoming events or 

even organize a Iur.ction in their restaurant all onlinc. 

Reference Web Site: hlt1://www.rcstaurantl01.co.za/ 

a. System Interface: 

~ The background is plain and simple in order to avoid transmission delay 

when accessing the system. The layout of the web site is simple and 

organized. 

b. System Description: 

~ Home: 

This page briefly describes about Restaurant I 0 I. 

+ /•\'fl Lions: 

This page provides information about meal packages that the restaurant offers 

to hold function. 

~ Upcoming Events: 

This page consists of a monthly calendar form which enables Internet users to 

view the upcoming events. 

~ Restaurant: 

This page provide information about food and their prices. 

°"' What 01 hers ha: to say: 

This I ape allows users or customers to leave their thank you notes to the 

rcstaurnnt. 

+ ()11/i11, I ooking : 
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A booking form will be displayed. Users can rill in their details such as 

personal details, event dale and time, approximate guests and additional 

information. This page also provides I .cstuurant I 0 I telephone number and 

address. 

c. Technology Used: 

~ The system is developed HTML with the extension files ended with html. 

The reservation form is designed using HTML and the details filled will be 

converted to a text file which will be kept in Restaurant 101 records. 

d. Advantages: 

'· ~ The design of the interface is attractive and soothing. 

+ Information provided by this web site is satisfied. People can go through this 

web site searching for the information of their facilitie and meal packages 

before making a request. 

e. Disadvantages: 

~ Some of the web sites are not accessible. This will annoy some of the Internet 

users. 

~ The booking for event form is too simple, that users cannot select their 

desired venue, book for meal packages and others. 

~ Features such like invitation handling through e-mail and others are not 

included. These may not satisfy those choosy type users. 

~ ustomers will only know whether their reservation successful or not through 

email or phone because the web site does not provide any checking for 

nvailability function. 

I ( 
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2.3 Consideration of Technologies 

2.3.1 Consideration of Operating System 

2.3. l. l \Vindows XP Professional 

With improved reliability, security, mobility, and case of ~sc features, 

Microsoft Windows XP offers both business users and consumers increased 

productivity and value. Windows XP is thP. convergence of business and consumer 

operating systems and combines the dependability of Microsoft Windows 2000 with 

the ease of use of Windows Millennium. Windows XP was launched by Microsoft 

and available to the public on October 25 2001. 
I 

There are four editions of Windows XP which are Windows XP Professional, 

Windows XP Home Edition, Windows XP Tablet PC Edition and Windows XP 

Media Center Edition. Among these four editions, Windows XP Professional and 

Windows XP I lornc :dition arc the most popular editions if compared with others. 

For individual consumers or those with small home networks, Windows XP 

Home Edition is generally the right choice. On the other hand, Windows XP 

Professional contains all the features in Windows XP Home Edition plus additional 

features for business and power users. 

Some of the features available only in Windows XP Professional: 

~ Peer to peer networking for up to 10 simultaneous users (Windows XP Home 

only supports five simultaneous users) 

~ crv ·r-t ascd networking using domain authentication and support for Active 

I ir · .tory 

·!- R .motc I csktop allows you to work from virtually anywhere and access files, 

applications and network services from almost any computer 
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"' Encrypted File System (EFS) helps protect sensitive· data, even if your 

computer is stolen 

~ upport for lual processors 

Access ontroJ restricts access to files and folders 

nhanced software restriction policy allows administrators to identify 

software and control its ability to execute 

+ Group Policies allow administrators to organize users into logical groups and 

assign settings (security, appearance, management options) 

2.3.1.2 Windows 2000 

Windows 2000 (Professional, Server, and Advanced Server) is a server and 

workstation operating system made by Microsoft that runs on Intel/ yrix/ AMD 

Pentium. 

Windows 2000 is Microsoft's third attempt to provide a reliable desktop 

operating system. The first attempts were Windows ss and Windows NT. Windows 

2000 was originally planned to combine the ease of use of Windows 98 with the 

supposed "reliability" of Windows NT, but Microsoft still was unable to accomplish 

that modest goal and announced plans for a continued two track system (Windows 

2000 for "professional" use and Windows Millennium Edition (ME) for desktop use). 

Microsoft has been running a series of television commercials claiming that 

Windows 2000 is r liable and that it can be left unattended for days at a time without 

human intervention. It is s cure and immune from hacker and virus attacks. 

Mier ·oft als laiming that Windows 2000 can easily connect to other systems and 

that it is easy to merge operations on separate Windows 2000 systems. The Windows 

family of operating systems (including Windows 2000) is subject to the greatest 
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number of viruses of any operating system family (more than 10,000 as many viruses 

as the UNIX family ofoperating systems). 

2.3.2 Consideration of Server Side Scripting 

2.3.2. t .ISP 
JavaServer Pages (.TSP) technology provides an easy way to create dynamic 

web pages and simplify the task of building web applications that work with a wide 

~ariety of web servers, application servers, browsers and development tools. 

JavaServer Pages technology allows web developers and designers to easily 

develop and maintain dynamic web pages that leverage existing business systems. As 

part of the Java technology family, JSP enables rapid development of web-based 

applications that are platform-independent. JSP separates user interfaces from 

content generation, enabling designers to chan ic the overall pa •e layout without 

altering the undcrlyin )'dynamic content. 

In basic form, a .TSP page is simply an HTML web page that contains 

additional bits of code that execute application logic to generate dynamic content. 

This application logic may involve JavaBeans, JDBC objects, Enterprise Java Beans 

(EJB), and Remote Method Invocation (RMI) objects, all of which 'can be easily 

accessed from a JSP page. For example, a JSP page may contain HTML code that 

displays static text and graphics, as well as a method call to a JDBC object that 

accesses a database; when the page is displayed in a user's browser, it will contain 

both the static HTML content and dynamic information retrieved from the database. 

The s .pnrntion of user interface and program logic in a JSP page allows for a 

very .onv .nicnt dell: ration of tasks between web content authors and developers. It 

nlso allows developers to create flexible code that can easily be updated and reused. 

13 · ·1111s • JSP p11 .cs an; automatically compiled as needed, web authors can make 
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changes to presentation code without recompiling application logic. This makes .ISP 

a more flexible method of .encratin r dynamic web content than Java scrvlcts, whose 

functionality Java erver Pages extend. There arc plenty advantages in using J3P, 

such as: 

~ JSP pages easily combine static templates, including HTML or XML fragments, 

with code that generates dynamic content. 

o!t JSP pages are compiled dynamically into servlets when requested, so page 

authors can easily make updates to presentation code. JSP pages can also be 
I 

precompiled if desired. 

i!t JSP tags for invoking JavaBeans components manage these components 

completely, shielding the page author from the complexity of appli ntion logic. 

,,. evelopcrs can offer customized J P tag libraries that page authors accessed 

using an XML-like syntax. 

i!t Web authors can change and edit the fixed template portions of pages without 

affecting the application logic. Similarly, developers can make logic changes at 

the component level without editing the individual pages that use the logic. 

In general, JSP allows developers to easily distribute application functionality 

to a wide range of page authors. These authors do not have to know the Java 

programming language or know anything about writing servlet code, so they can 

concentrate on writing their HTML code while concentrating on creating the objects 

and nppli ation logic. 

2 .. 2.2 ASP.NET 
/\ I . NbT is Microsoft's next-generation framework for developing Web 

,' •1 v ·r ippli .atious. ecausc ASP.NET is a layer on top of the .NET Common 

11 
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Language Runtime, it has access to the lull range of .NET pro 1ramming languages; 

the distinction between scripting Inn )uagcs and "real" Ian zua res is a thing of the past. 

ASP.NET is the next "version" of A P. The word version placed around with quotes ....... 

bccau c /\SP.NET is not really a natural evolution from ASP 3.0; rather, ASP.NET 

offers an entirely new paradigm for creating server-side Web scripts. 

ASP.NET is different from ASP in two major ways: first, ASP.NET offers 

several programmatic enhancements over ASP. Microsoft really did. a great job of 

listening to ASP developers' comments and ideas for improvements and incorporated 

those improvements in 'ASP.NET; second, ASP.NET offers a change in 

programming fundamentals, in the way we write the code for creating these pages. 

Chances are we are very comfortable writing ASP pages. Writing ASP.NET pages is 

an entirely different experience. 

ASP.NET offers several important advantages over previous Web development 

models: 

o!o Enhanced Performance 

-!> World-Class Tool Support 

+ Power and Flexibility 

-!> Simplicity 

~ Manageability 

~ Scalability and Availability 

"-' Customizability and Extensibility 

+ Sc .urity 

I.. 
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~xplorcr and Web server scripting in Microsoft Internet Jnforrnation Service. 

2.3.3 Consideration of Browser Side Scripting 

2.3.3.J VBScript 

Microsoft Visual Busic Scripting liditiun t rin is active scripting to a wide 

variety or environments including Web client scripting in Microsoft Internet 

If we already know Visual Basic or Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), 

VB Script will be very familiar. Even if we do not know Visual Basic, once we learn 

VB Script, we are on our way to programming with the whole family of v'isual Basic 

languages. 

VBScript talks to host applications using Windows Script. With Windows 

Script, browsers and other host applications do not require special integration code 

for each scripting component. Windows Script enables a host to compile script', 

obtain and call entry points, and manage the namcspacc available to the d velopcr. 

With Windows Script, language vendors can create standard language run times for 
. 

scripting. Microsoft will provide run-time support for VBScript. Microsoft is 

working with various Internet groups to define the Windows Script standard so that 

scripting engines can be interchangeable. Windows Script is used in Microsoft 

Internet Explorer and in Microsoft Internet Information Service. 

2.3.3.2 JavaScript 
JavaScript is a new scripting language for Web- pages. Scripts written with 

JavaScript can be embedded into your HTML- pages. With JavaScript we have very 

runny possibilities r r enhancing your HTML- page with interesting elements. For 

example we are able to respond to user- initiated events quite easily. Some effects 

th11t nrc now possible with JavaScript were some time ago only possible with CGI. 

So we can create really sophisticated pages with the help of JavaScript. We do not 

Ii 
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need any special tools, programs, or compilers to write JavaScript; whatever we arc 

currently using to write llTML should work just line . 

.JavaScript can be used to make your Web pages interactive and dynamic. I\ ... 
static I ITML page without any JavaScript just sits there -- if a visitor returns to our 

site next week, it will look exactly the same as it did today. With JavaScript, we can 

display different images, give feedback on forms, control the user's browser (for 

instance, displaying different pages based on the user's plug-ins), and manage framed 

sites. Overall, we use JavaScript to give the user feedback: the feeling that our site is 

responsive to their actions. 1 

The most common use of JavaScript is the ubiquitous image rollover. i't is 

gotten to the point on the Web where if we do not use JavaScript to change our 

clickable buttons, some users will not click on them, as they will not realize that they 

have that option. Image rollovers have become a de facto Web user interface 

standard, so we should use them if we want to give our visitors the experience they 

expect. 

JavaScript is sometimes referred to as JScript or ECMAScript. These are not 

exactly the same languages as JavaScript, but the name JavaScript is often used to 

include them, too. 

2.3.4 Consideration of \\1 eb Server 

2.3.4.1 Apache Tomcat Version 4 

Tomcat is the s · rvlet container that is used in the official Reference 

lmplcmcntution for the Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages technologies. The Java 

, ' .rvlct nnd Juvaxcrvcr Pa res specifications are developed by Sun under the Java 

'ommunity Process. 
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Tomcat is developed in an open and participatory environment and released 

under the Apache Software License. Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration or the 
best-of-breed developers fr m around the world. We invite you to participate in this 

open development project. 

Tomcat 4.x implements a new servlet container (called Catalina) that is based 

on completely new architecture. The 4.x releases implement the Servlet 2.3 and JSP 

1.2 specifications. 

Tomcat 4.1.27 Stable is the latest release of Tomcat 4.1.x. Tomcat 4.1 is a 

refactoring of Tomcat 4.0.x~ and contains significant enhancements, including: 

+ JMX based administration features 

A JSP and Struts based administration web application 

,.. New Coyote connector (HTTI I I. I, /\JP I .3 and JNJ support) 

~ Rewritten Jasper .TSP page compiler 

+ Performance and memory efficiency improvements 

~ Enhanced manager application support for integration with development tools. 

i!t Custom Ant tasks to interact with the manager application directly from 

build.xml scripts 

For Tomcat 4.0.x, Tomcat 4.0.6 is the old production quality release. 

Tomcat 4.0 is the next generation of Tomcat. The 4.0 servlet container (Catalina) has 

been developed from the ground up for flexibility and performance. Version 4.0 

implements the final r I ns 'd versions of the Servlet 2.3 and JSP 1.2 specifications. 

As rcquir ·d by the sp ciflcations Tomcat 4.0 also supports web applications built for 

th· '·rvl ·t 2.2 und J P I. I specifications with no changes. 
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2.3.4.2 Internet Information Server 5.0 

Microsoft's l lS is the default Web server for Windows ·ystcms; it runs 29 

percent of all public Web site.' according to Nctcrall's survey, and comes free with 
•• 

Windows 2000. Its tight integration with the OS makes installing and administering 

easy, which also helped place it among the top performers on our benchmark tests. If 

you want an inexpensive: and easy-to-use Web server and are comfortable with 

hewing to a Microsoft-centric strategy that includes Active Server Pages (ASP), 

COM+, and Visual Studio, then IIS holds a lot of appeal. 

IIS supports all the ;basic features we would expect of a Web server: setting 

up virtual servers, throttling (based on bandwidth per computer or viicual server and 

on CPU time per virtual server), rotating logs automatically by date or size, and 

enforcing access restrictions by JP address do111ai11, and user log-on name. 

In addition to the basics, I IS offers some advanced abilities. WebD/\ V 

support simplifies Web publishing by making WebD;\ V-compliant clients, including 

Internet Explorer, treat directories on the Web server just like local directories, so we 

can drag and drop files into them. Reliable Restart will automatically restart the 

server should it go down. 

On the security-standards front, IIS supports not just the usual SSL and TLS 

(Transaction Layer Security) but also SGC (Server-Gated Cryptography, an SSL 

extension for financial transactions) the Fortezza security standard used by 

government agencies K rberos authentication, and more. The IIS interface also 

makes mundane tasks like setting up MJME types, custom HTTP error pages, or 

cv ·11 R I\ (Re .rcational Software Advisory Council) content ratings easy. 

II "s programming interfaces are extensive but (not surprisingly) strongly 

favor Mic osott's own technologies. There's direct support for FrontPage Server 
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Extensions and ASP but not tor .JSP or other popular third-party scripting languages 

such as Perl and Pl l P, except via 'Cl l. 

JIS supports clustering and lail-ovcr for higher-volume Web sites. In addition 

to the Web server, I IS components include an FTP server, a newsgroup (NNTP) 

server, and an SMTP mail server. 

2.3.5 Consideration of Database Server 

2.3.5.1 SQL Server 2000 

Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a full-featured relational database management 
I 

system (RDBMS) that offers a variety of administrative tools to ease the burdens of 

database development, maintenance and administration. Six of the more frequently 

used tools: Enterprise Manager, Query Analyzer, SQL Profiler Service Manager, 

Data Transformation .crviccs and Books nlinc . 

../ Enterprise M~rnager is the main administrative console for SQL Server 

installations. It provides us with a graphical "birds-eye" view of all of the SQL 

Server installations on our network. We can perform high-level administrative 

functions that affect one or more servers, schedule common maintenance tasks 

or create and modify the structure of individual databases . 

../ Query Analyzer offers a quick and dirty method for performing quenes 

against any SQL Server databases . 

../ SQL Profiler provides a window into the inner workings of our database. It 

.an monitor man different event types and observe database performance in 

real time. L Profiler allows us to capture and replay system "traces" that log 

various a tivitics. 

. 0 
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../·Service Manager is used lo control Ilic f\1SSQLScrvcr (the main SOL Server 

process), MSl T (Microsoft ! istribuicd Transaction Coordinator) and 

SQLScrvcr J\ <lent processes . ... 
../ Data Transformation Services (DTS) provide an extremely flexible method 

for importing and exporting data between a Microsoft SQL Server installation 

and a large variety of other formats. The most commonly used DIS 

application is the "Import and Export Data" wizard found in the SQL Server 

program group . 

../ Books Online is an often overlooked resource provided with SQL Server that 
' 

contains answers to a variety of administrative, development and installation 

issues. Jt is a great resource to consult before turnin ' to the Internet or 

technical support. 

2.3.5.2 Microsoft Access 

Microsoft Access is relational database management system (RDBMS). 

Whether users are creating a stand-alone desktop database for personal use, 

departmental use or for an entire organization, Access offers an easy-to-use database 

for managing and sharing data. Access 2000 brings not only the traditional broad 

range of easy data management tools but also adds increased integration with the 

Web for easier sharing of data across a variety of platforms and user levels and 

additional ease-of-use enhancem nts to assist with personal productivity. 

Access 2000 allow asily sharing information via the corporate intranet and 

the ability to easily host a database within the browser. This combines the power of a 

d .sktop dutnbasc with the power of the web. 

. I 
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2.3.6 Consideration of Software Development Tool 

2.3.6.1 Java - J2EE Technology 

The Java 2 Platf rm, ·nterprise Edition (.12 · ) defines the standard for 
I 

developing multi-tier enterprise applications. J2 E simplifies enterprise applications 

by basing them on standardized, modular components, by providing a complete set 

of services to those components, and by handling many details of application 

behavior automatically, without complex programming. 

The Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition, takes advantage of many features of 

the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition, such as "Write Once, Run Anywhere" 

portability, JDBC API for database access, COREA technology for interaction with 

existing enterprise resources, and a security model that protects data even in internet 

applications. Building on this base, Java 2 nterprise -'dition add full support for 

TM Enterprise Javafscans components, Java crvlcts API, Java crvcr Pages · and XML 

technology. The J2EE standard includes complete. specifications and compliance 

• 
tests to ensure portability of applications across the wide range of existing enterprise 

systems capable of supporting J2EE. 

Portability and scalability are also important for long term viability. 

Enterprise applications must scale from small working prototypes and test cases to 

complete 24 x 7, enterprise-wide services, accessible by tens, hundreds, or even 

thousands of clients simultaneously. 

As a single tandard that can sit on top of a wide range of existing enterprise 

sy terns database managcrn nt syst ms, transaction monitors, naming and directory 

s .rvi · s, and more .12 · breaks the barriers inherent between current enterprise 

·ysl »ns, The unified .12 standard wraps and embraces existing resources required 

by multi-tier applications with a unified, component-based application model. This 
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enables the next generation of components, tools, systems, and applications for 

solving the strategic requirements of the enterprise. 

With simplicity, portability, scalability and legacy integration, J2EE is the ~ 
platform for enterpri 'C solutions. 

2.3.6.2 VB.NET 

Microsoft Visual Basic.NET is the next version of Microsoft Visual Basic, 

built on the .NET Framework to enable you to easily create next-generation 

applications for the Microsoft Windows operating system and the Web. With Visual 

Basic.NET, it is a snap to visually develop Web applications, XML Web services, 

Windows-based applications, and server-side components. Jn addition, Visual 

Basic .NET delivers X PY deployment or Windows applications, so there is no 

longer need to worry about DLL vcrsioning issues. With Visual Basic .NET, OLL 

conflict is a thing of the past. 

When designing Visual Basic .NET, we looked at the top requests of Visual 

Basic developers worldwide. The Visual Basic language is now truly object-oriented 

and supports implementation inheritance. The form designer supports visual 

inheritance and contains new features such as automatic form resizing, resource 

localization, and accessibility support. The data tools now inherently support XML 

data, and the design-time data binding works with disconnected data. In addition, 

Visual Basic .NET is built directly on the .NET Framework, so can full access to all 

of the platform Icatur s <L well as interoperability with other .NET languages. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 
Methodology is one of the early phases in system development. This chapter 

summarized the fact finding techniques used to collect relevant information for the 

proposed system. Methodology is included into this chapter to see how the project 

will be developed. 

3.2''Fact Finding 

Fact finding techniques are the formal process of using clear reasoning and 
i 

researching methodologies to collect information about systems, requirements and 

preference for a system development project. This is also known as information 

gathering or data collection. There are various fact findin techniques such as 

sampling existing documents and hard data, site visits intcrvicwin \ observing, 

questionnaires, prototyping, Rapid Application Development and Joint Application 

Development. Overall, fact finding is most crucial to two development phases, which 

are the systems planning and the systems analysis phases. 

It is important for me to examine and analyze raw data and proposed 

information in order to develop a system that fulfils the requisite requirements. 

Implementing different types of fact finding technique will offer different types of 

information. In most cases, a combination of these techniques is implemented to 

increase both effectiveness and efficiency in gathering factual information to 

leverage the project development. Together, these provide a comprehensive factual 

and analytical appr ach that is widely used for the development of any large and 

com] lex system. nc of the key steps for successful project development is eliciting 

r .quir ·111 ·11ts from the existing and potential users and systems. Therefore, I have 

. ·I 
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examined both quantitative and qualitative information from the fact finding 

techniques in order to piece lo tether a11 accurate picture or tile proposed project. 

3.2.1 Utilizing Printed Materials 

There arc a wide variety of printed materials available to obtain information. 

This ranges from books, encyclopedias, almanacs, yearbooks, periodicals, magazines, 

handbooks, manuals, directories, dictionaries, government document and policies, 

statistics and others. Intrinsically, all these documents have a specific purpose and 

are published for a group /of targeted audience. One can rely on the contents of 

printed materials, as it still remains as the most authoritative resources in information 

gathering. 

Printed resources especially journal articles were used to obtain information 

about definition of terms, concepts and research activity in the area of Event 

Management System, reservation System, existing manual system and others. This 

knowledge helps to understand the basic features required for the proposed system. 

3.2.2 Utilizing Internet and Electronic Materials 

Although the Internet was developed since the last three decades, its current 

potential as new information-focused technological advancement is just a scratch of 

its surface. There is still a long way to go to achieve an organized Internet with 

accurate search retrieval of electronic materials. At present, although the Internet is 

chaotic and unor ianiz .d it still provides an immeasurable amount of data, including 

subsuuuiul a .ndcrni information. In the past, it has provided a useful means for 

r ·s .nr .h .rs to communicate with each other, mostly through electronic mail and 

dis .ussion 1roups. Some of the useful things that can be found on the Internet are 

hu .c number of informntion topic· run tin 1 from company financial reports to 
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conference proceedings and academic rcscarchc ·, as well as other useful services 

such as forums, emails, discussion lists, search e11g111es, databases and subject 

g~tcways. Jn this project, the Internet has enabled me to gather Event Management 

System related information by visiting available web sites regarding this topic. 

Internet provides invaluable information and supports through a faster and easier way. 

Information such as definition of Event Management System, features of different 

software provided by different companies, Event Management System current trend, 

types and variation of Event Management System and others invaluable information 

has been extracted from internet to make comparison and summaries. Besides, 

Internet enables any internet users from any place in the world to access and 

experience the serviceable online Event Management Sy tern. Thus, I can take a tour 

going through the web site and rather information needed. Some web sites even 

allow users to download the trial real time Event Management Software before 

purchasing the software. Forums, discussion groups and others that available on 

Internet have also help me a Jot in gathering relevant information. 

3.2.3 Discussion 
I have also discussed about the proposed system with my friends, colleagues 

from the company that I underwent my industrial training and family to gather ideas 

on the existing reservation ystem that they had experienced before, what they know 

about ""vent Management System, how I should improve and design the system in 

ord .r to make it as user friendly as possible, what are the additional requirements 

1111 ·r cxpericn in 1 the current restaurant or hotel ballroom booking system and others 

r ·I .vnnt information. 

. ) 
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3.3 Methodology 
J\ methodology is a systematic way of accompiishcs certain tasks and may be 

defined as a collection of procedures, techniques; tools and documentation which 

may help the software developers in speeding up and simplifying the software 

development processes. 

There is no single precise approach to develop a system. Every development 

method has its strengths and drawbacks. It depends on the circumstances of the 

system and the people who involved in the development activities. 

3.3.1 What is softwarc'process model? 
ln contrast to software life cycle models, software process models often 

represent a networked sequence of activities, objects, transformations, and events 

that embody strategics for accomplishing software evolution. uch models can be 

used to develop more precise and formalized descriptions of the software life cycle 
e 

activities. Their power emerges from their utilization of a sufficiently rich notation, 

syntax, or semantics, often suitable for computational processing. There are various 

types of software process models, which are following different types of strategies. 

Among all the available models, Waterfall Model, Waterfall Model with Prototyping, 

Prototyping Model, V Model, Incremental Model, Spiral Model and Unified 

Software Development Process had been chosen for discussion. 

3.3.2 Waterfall lVIodel 
Waterfall Model is well-defined development process in which one phase has 

to be finish .d before the next phase. The model is very simple to use. The model can 

be us .d if th· r .quiremcnt is well understood and defined. Waterfall model is used if 

the probl nn is very well understood. 

Usually, dcsi mcrs use the waterfall model to develop a simple system 

because it is hard lo chan 1e if the model is used. lf customers come by and ask for 

.7 
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changing requirements, designers will have to start from the scratch because there is 

no fast way to design the sy stem with the new requirement. Also there is a big 

problem for te ting later if there is a change in requirement. The testers do not have 

well-define set oft st cas s, so the test is easy to fail. Jn brief, waterfall model is 

used if designers have a well-defined list of user requirements. 

3.3.3 Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
W~terfall Model with Prototyping is the technique which helps to control the 

trashing by including prototyping that enhance understanding. A prototype is a 

partially developed product that enables customer and developers to examine some 

aspect of the proposed system 'and decide if it is suitable or appropriate for the 

finished product. 

ften, the user interface is built and tested as a prototype, o the users 

understand what the new system will be like and the designers get a better sense of 

how the users like to interact with the system. 

3.3.4 Prototyping Model 
Prototyping Model is the technique which helps designers and users to clarify 

the requirement of the system. A throw-away prototype is developed by designers 

and is evaluated by users. From feedback of users, designers will understand the 

system better and improve the prototype. 

The prototype model is a good model for the project which has unambiguous 

user requirement. The model will h lps users to understand what they actually want. 

A throw-awa protot p is developed so that users can realize what the system like. 

I L11m1111 iom] utcr interface (HCI) is a big problem in requirement engineering 

be .nusc I I l depends on different user groups. Different user groups have different 

n ·cd or desire for the interface; therefore, designers have to build the prototype so 

thnl users .an sec and feel it. The prototype model is also good for deployin 1 then w 
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technology. Before the technology is used, users an. interested in know whether the 

technology works or not. Therefore, the prototype is a neat way lo demonstrate: the 

idea to users or custc 111 .rs. 

3.3.5 V ·Model 
V Model is similar to waterfall model. The difference is that each test phase 

matches each development phase: requirements with system testing, high-level 

design with integration testing, and detailed design with unit testing. 

V model is an improved version of waterfall model. V model does not run 

into the problem that the software is impossible to be tested because system test, 

integration test, and unit test are planed ahead. For example, when we plan the 

requirement, we also plan for system testing. Therefore, when the system is built we 

have a whole set of test cases for system testing. y that way, the system does not 

meet user requirements. 

3.3.6 Incremental Model 
The designers develop the software in a number of stages and are able to 

deliver the product early. At each phase the designers have a goal to deliver certain 

features to customers. Incremental model is good for fast delivering product to the 

marker place. 

Incremental model has many advantages over the other techniques. One of 

advantages is that the system can be developed at several stages. Each stage has its 

own requirement· usually it has c rtain features or core of the system. Each stage can 

use v-shapcd, prototy] c or wat rfall model to develop the requirement for this stage. 

R · mrdl .ss whn: kind of model is used in each stage, the product with certain 

lcntur ·s must be done at the end of the stage. lncremental model satisfies the 

r .quircmcut or fost delivery to the market place, so business people are interested in 

this mod ·I. 

. 9 
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3.3.7 Spiral l\1odd 
Spiral Model is an iterative approach. ThL: model carefully takes risks into 

account. The dcsi incrs develop a small I art or the project and evaluate the risks. If 

the risk is low, designer: keep developing more features. 'I here arc six steps in each 

iteration process: 

~ Determine objectives, alternatives, and constraints. 

+ Identify and resolve risks. 

+ Evaluate alternatives. 

~ Develop deliverables and verify that they are correct. 

+ Plan the next iteration. 

~ Commit to an approach for the next iteration. 

Spiral model is heavily involved in risks rnauu icmcnt. Ir WC have a project 

with a very high risk, we should implement spiral model. We would have a chance to 

evaluate the risks and to forecast whether the project keeps going or stops in every 

iteration process. Similar to incremental model stage, designer can use V-shape, 

prototype, or waterfall in each iteration process. Spiral model is usually used in large 

projects such as financial system, wireless cellular communication management 

system, network management system and others. 

3.3.8 Unified Software Development Process 
Unified Software Development Process (USDP) represents the object 

or.iented methodology. USDP adopts an iteration approach within four main phases: 

inception, .laboration, construction and transition. The number of iterations in each 

phase is d .tcrmincd 011 a project by project basis. At the end of each iteration, an 

in .r .mcn! is delivered. In USDP, an increment is not necessarily additive; it may be 

a r .work .d version of a previous increment. A phase may involve a series of 

diff ·r .nt activities. 111 U.' P, the uctivitic ·arc independent of the phases, and it is the 
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mix of the activities that chun ics a: the project proceeds. Various UM L techniques 

and notations arc used, as well as other techniques. 

3.3.9 Methodology of ihe Project: 

Requirements 1 

Analysis j<- - - - ...... 
~' ~·~ : .. :.~~±~;i:·:~ .. ~ ~i ...... ..... ...... 

: ·· .. 1 ' ... Validate • System: ,. ... 
• • «: ' ~....,. 

: : JP- ~~,,;~~:B~~~L~~\,'.~i-.~~·:ir) ~ - -- ..... .... -- . " " 
Verify'' 

' ' \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ I 
\ I 
\ 

' ' ' ' ' \ 
:{.~~I • • . ·~ .'. - ... ; ... :i 
· · . -, Program , .. , ,.j;{lo.; .· . '· .: . J 
: ~ Design.r' ·' l 

~ ~ ;,i·~·'it~~:~lL~!:;:.:~~~~ 
. . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . " .. . 

. . Coding· i 

. . . . . . . . , Unit & lnteg 
. ration Testing 
·'' ·.~:·.I , ) 1::(-,; ,i;i.t •1~~.;11 •1 '',,,.- I 

~~r:r:.:r:~ 

. . . . .. . . .. . . . 
't : 

Acceptance 
Testing Operation 

& 
Mai!}t~n~µce, J 

~ .... \ ... a~ ~~...._~.c;.:.i,:..,-.r;Y' 

Figure 3.1 : The Waterfall Model with Prototyping 

Waterfall model, V model, and prototyping model are the three basic models 

which are suitable for small project while Incremental model and Spiral model are 

more suitable for large project. A large project is usually divided into well-defined 

small project (or phase or rage or iteration). Therefore, this kind of small projects 

can adopt waterfall V-shapc or prototyping model for their developments. The 

mod Js .hos '11 tor th developments are always depending on the organization 

(Tr1111 • Mn, I< < c . 

I uc mainly to the time constraints and the nature of this system, the waterfall 

111od ·I with prototypin • is being used for this project This is the model which 
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includes prototyping method in the traditional waterfall model in order to enhance 

the understanding of the development procc .s. In another words, this model is one of 

the variations of waterfall model. This method is chosen because it solves the biggest 

problem in waterfall model which it does not reflect the way the code been 

develop d. Further more, project rarely flows in a sequential way and the 

requirements are always difficult to be stated especially at the beginning stage of the 

project. Since waterfall approach needs well-understood requirements before starting 

the development of the project, so, it is not wise to adopt the waterfall model if the 

requirements are not clear enough. 

W'ith this methodology, waterfall model with prototyping, developers may 

build a system to implement a small portion of some key requirement to ensure that 

the requirements are consistent, feasible and practical· if not, revi ion are made at 

the requirements stage, rather than at the more costly testing stage. Design 

prototyping helps developers assess alternative design strategies and decides which .. 
one is the best for a particular project. The designer may address the requirements 

with several radically different designs to see which have the best properties. 

Major problems in the requirements are addressed and fixed before the 

requirements are officially validated during the system testing. Validation ensures 

that the system has implemented all of the requirements, so that each function can be 

traced back to a particular requir ment in the specification. System testing also 

verifies the r quirem nts. V rificarion ensures that each function works correctly. In 

an ther \ rds validati n makes sure that the developer is building the right product 

n cording to the sp ification), while verification checks the quality of the 

im I »n ntution. Prototyping is useful for verification and validation. 
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Chapter 4 System Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 
System analysis is one of the early phases in system development. It involves 

identification of functional and non-functional requirements. This chapter focuses on 

the aspects of analyzing the information obtained from fact finding so that it can be 

incorporated into the system. Synthesis is done from existing system and some 

features will be adopted into the proposed system. System analysis is the process of 

understanding broader aspects of the system that would be required to solve 

i 
problems. The overall emphasis is to gather information obtained and use this 

information to consider other alternatives possibilities before choosing the best 

solutions for the proposed system. The system analysis is done first to obtain 

requirements for the system. Tools and Inn 1Lt:1 re for the development will be 

discussed and determined for the development of the project. 

4.2 System Requirements 

4.2.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements are statements of services the system should provide, 

how the system should react to particular inputs and how the system should behave 

in particular situations (Sommerwille, I, 2000). All identified functional requirements 

have been grouped into several modules. 

Module Sub Module 
Administrator Login. Admin, Report Generation 
Opcrator Login. Reservation, Schedule, Invitation Handling 
1 ntcrn .t User Login, R servation, View, Invitation Handling 

Table 4.1 : I~ unctional Requirements 

Tile next section introduces the functionality of each module. 

/i'or Atlminislralor Module: 

1.ogin Mudul · 
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~ Administrators have to enter their user n~1111cs and passwords before Jogging 

in to the system. nly authorized users arc allowed to enter the system. Users 

arc not allowed to cuter the system anymore after entering the wrong ... 
passwords or usernamcs for three times. 

+ Administrators have more controls or rights if compared with operators, such 

as report viewing, edit company profile, and others. 

+ Administrators are allowed to change their passwords after entering the 

system. 

Admin Module 

+ This module shall be designed only for administrators. 

<!> Administrators shall fill in the company profile, rooms information meal 

packages provided, meal type and card types information through the adrnin 

module. 

+ Administrators shall be able to add, update and delete the company profile 

and facilities information. 

+ Administrators shall be able to view reports. 

+ Administrators shall validate the events details that users wish to publish such 

as seminar, exhibition, concerts and others before publish it on to the web site. 

+ Administrators shall be able to add new operators into the system or remove 

existing operators from the ystem. 

Report Generation Module 

~ This module shall be designed only for administrators. 

~ Administrators shall have full rights on viewing all the reports for 

11u11w 1c1m:11t purpose. 

,,, 
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..._ This module shall associate with search techniques, such as allow 

administrators to key in host name, date or event name, which the search 

cnuinc will search the data from database according to the data entered 'by 

administrators, and from this, a report will be generated. 

For Operator 1l1odule: 

Login Module 

-it Operators have to enter their user names and passwords before logging in tc;> 

the system. Only authorized users are allowed to enter the system. Users are 
I 

not allowed to enter the system anymore after entering the wrong passwords 

or usernames for three times. 

+ Operators are allowed to change their passwords after cnterin • the s 1stc111. 

Reservation Module 

+ Customer may reserve their venues or meal packages to hold events through 

phone booking or walk-in. 

+ Operators are allowed to use this module in order to make reservations for 

customers. 

-!- This module shall provide services to allow new reservations where operators 

can fill in the details of the customers in order to book a room or meal 

package. The details filled in may include customer's personal data, event 

start time and end time, desired room, types of meal, side orders and others. 

+ This module shall allow operators to edit or cancel the booking details 

uc .ordin to the customers. 

+ This module shall help to check the rooms' availability before confirming the 

reservation. 
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~ This module shall calculate the total amount of room rental, food, side orders 

and others nccc ·sarily charges, Receipts shall be printed which will be kept 

by the customers. 

A This module shall be able to send reminders to the customers in order to 

confirm their reservations before canceling their reservations 

Schedule 

+ This module shall display all the event names in a monthly calendar form. 

~ This module shall display a time line which will show a daily schedule for 
! 

every room within a time period (business hour). This time line shall clearly 

show which room is occupied for a particular time to avoid double booking. 

Invitation Handling Module 

+ This module shall allow operators to enter a list of 1uests, which the 

customers wish to invite to attend their events, into the system. 

o!o This module shall be able to allocate each guest (seat allocation). 

o!o This module shall help the guests in searching their seats. Operator shall be 

able to search by host name, guest name or date. 

~ This module shall print out invitation cards that will include all the 

necessarily details, such as guest name, event name, host name, event time, 

seat number and others. 

~ These invitation cards will th n be collected by the hosts themselves. 

!'or lntemet Users ~fod11/'-': 

Louin Module 

+ Int .ruct users shal I login before entering the system online. 

+ nly re iislcrcd members are allowed to enter this online system. Those 'who 

arc not re ristcrcd can si •11 up to be a member through this web site. 

) ) 
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~ Users are allowed to modify their details online include changing their 

passwords. 

A Users have to I gin lo make rcscrvati ns except for viewing what is the latest 

or upcoming events that publish on the web site, such as concerts, seminars, 

exhibitions and others. 

Reservation Module 

i!- This module shall provide the same services as the reservation module which 

designed for operators, except for total amount calculation function. The 
! 

calculation will be done by the operators on the finishing of the event. 

+ Customers or valid members can book their desired venue and meal packages 

by themselves without the assistant from any operators. 

View Module 

+ Internet users shall be able to view their booking details whenever they wish. 

+ This module shall display the. company profiles, catering, facilities 

information and upcoming events which had been approved by administrators. 

+ This module shall help customers to publish their events details such as 

concerts, seminars and others on to the web site. This will help increase the 

publicity. 

Invitation Handling Module 

~ This module is lightly different from the invitation handling module that 

designed for op raters. 

+ Thi · module shnll allow the internet users to send invitation cards to their 

iucsts throu rh email after paying their deposit. 

+ This module is similar to a simple email function. 
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4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirement arc defined as constraint under which the system 

must operate and tile standards, which must be met by the delivered system. Event 
•• 

management system includes the following non-functional requirements: 

·:· Reliability 

> A system is said to have reliability if it runs undisrupted for a very long 

period of time without failure or crashin&. A system does not produce 

dangerous or costly failures when it is used in a reasonable manner, that is in 

a manner that a typical user expects is normal, the system have to be reliable 

to make sure the reservation is made in safely. 

·:· Robustness 

).- Robustness refers to the quality that causes a system to be able to handle or at 

least avoid disaster in the face or unexpected data. The system supports 

robustness by developing a processing logic to process anticipated errors in 

the input such as testing for presence of alphabetic data that was accidentally 

keyed into a numeric field. When such an error is detected, an error message 

is prompted. 

•:• User Friendly 

> This system can be considered as an attractive and easy application because 

the users will only have to click on the hypertext or image by using the mouse. 

The grouping of the information provided by sections will make it easier for 

the visitor or .ustomcr to browse. The use of suitable frames and navigation 

applet will iuidc the user in using the system. The system should display an 

.rror message i ran error occurs, such as invalid data input, invalid password 
' 

1111d unsuc .essful reservation process. 
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•:• Motlu la ri tv 

':;- Modularity is one of the key factors i11 a iood pr) iram design. The way a 

system works is that it is decomposed into modules so that distinct functions 

of the modules would be isolated from each other. Modularity has the 

advantage in making testing and maintenance much easier. In the system, 

modularity of program will be applied from the beginning, as this will lead to 

easier modification in future. The modules with its design approved will 

easily combine or join the other small modules at a later stage. 

•:• Accuracy 

);> Accuracy refers to the precision of computations and control. This system 

provides various accuracy measures. For instance, the bookin • of room is 

able to eliminate duplicate records such as times and days for the same person, 

therefore it always maintains an accurate database. 

•:• Efficiency 

)>- Efficiency in computer technology means a process or procedure that can be 

called or accessed in an unlimited number of times to produce similar 

outcomes as output at creditable pace or speed. 

•:• Maintainability and Expandability 

)';;- Maintainability may be defined qualitatively as the case with which software 

can be under tood corrected, adapted or enhanced. Expandability is the 

de zrce to which architcctur s, data or procedural design can be extended. 

This s st nn is designed to be expanded in the future. 

·:· Security 

).- The security features prevent unauthorized access into the system. 

Adminixtrnlor or operator must log in with a correct user name and password 
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in order to access the administrator or operator section. Jn the other words, 

only authorized access is allowed to the administrator and operator modules. 

•:• Flexibility 

>- The system is flexible and able to fulfill all user requirements. The system 

hardware and software have the capability to take advantages of the new 

technology and resources and can be implemented in the changing 

environment. 

•:• Availability 

>- The system is highly available. The users are allowed to retrieve or update the 

information needed at any time and place. 

4.3 Proposed Tools 
After studying on the siren lths, constraints and limitations of various 

technologies, l decide to use JSP technology in Internet User module. .TSP 

technology is chosen because it is simple to implement and no extra additional 

software is required besides Apache Tomcat server. On the other hand, Java Script 

will be used as my scripting language because it is more widely supported. It is 

normally used to generate HTML dynamically on the client, building parts of the 

web page as the browser loads the document. Java script can also be used on the 

server besides client. The reason I choose Java Script as my scripting language is the 

similarity between Java and Java Script since Java Script is completely distinct from 

Java programming languag . Due to the time constraints, this similarity is desired for 

it to Ii ihtcn the burden of learning a whole new language like VB script. 

For udministrntor and operator module, Java programming language will be 

us .d to build a management application in a local environment, This approach is 

chosen b .cnusc it provides more security than in an online environment. In the local 
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environment, the system is not cxposin 1 to a11y unauthorized users and intruders to 

hack into the system because thi~; application docs not connect to the Internet. Java is 

u .cd because it is m: re 1 ow .rlul and Jr.vu is free for download at the Sun Web site. 

This is convenience for those developers who arc facing tight budgets and lengthy 

budget planning cycles. Besides that, an application which developed with Java is 

lighter in weight. 

Microsoft FrontPage and Macromedia Dreamweaver MX will be used 

occasionally to create interesting layouts for the web page. 

As for the database' repository, Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is chosen. The 

database will be connected in Java through JDBC (sub protocol of ODBC) 

connection. 

4.3.1 Jav.rServcr Pages (.JSP) 
Java Server Pages (JSP) technology enables us to mix regular, static HTML 

with dynamically generated content from servlets. Many web pages that are built by 

CGI programs are primarily static, with the parts that change limited to a few small 

locations. In JSP, parts that are generated dynamically are marked with special 

HTML-like tags and mixed right into the page. 

JSP is being considered for the web-based event management system because 

it allows class import, where the classes can be developed by using Java when 

developing the administrator and operator module. It also allows using of JavaBeans 

with JSP. I lowcvcr if mparcd with other technologies, JSP is chosen due to some 

r '11so11s which shown below: 

+ Th · dynamic part rs written 111 Java, not VBScript or another specific 

sc.:ripti11, Ian 11111 •c, so it is more powerful and better suited to complex 

upplications that require reusable components. Besides that, JSP already has 
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an extensive J\PI for nctworkin ', database access, distributed objects and the 

like. 

J Pis ~<?rtablc to other operating systems and web servers; we arc not locked 

into Windows NT/2000 and IIS, such as ASP or ASP.Net. We could make 

the same argument when comparing JSP to Cold Fusion; with JSP we can use 

Java and are not tied to a particular server product. 

~ JSP documents are automatically translated into servlets behind the scenes. 

But it is more convenient to write regular HTML than to have a zillion print In 

statements that generate the HTML. Plus, by separating the presentation from 

the content, we can put different people on' different tasks; our web page 

design experts can build the HTML usin 1 familiar tools and leave pine s to 

the scrvlct programmers to insert the dynamic content. 

+ JSP has a richer set of tools for building or inserting the external defined 

pieces into a static web page and has more options regarding the stage of the 

HTTP response at which the piece actually gets inserted. 

~ Regular HTML cannot contain dynamic information, so static HTML pages 

cannot be based upon user input or server-side data sources. JSP is easy and 

convenient that it is quite reasonable to augment HTML pages that only 

benefit slightly by insertion of dynamic data. 

4.3.2 Java 
Java is being consider d for the application of event management system 

because of some of its main features. The reasons are as follows: 

A Jnvn is simple 

No lun •tm re is simple, but Java considered a much simpler and easy to use , 

obje .t-orientcd pro 1ramming language. Java uses automatic memory 
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allocation and garbage collection. The number or language constructs in Java 

is small for such a powerful Ian 1uugc. The clean syntax makes Java programs 

easy to' rite and read. ·· 

..,, Java is distributed 

Distributed computing involves several computers on a network working 

together. Java is designed to make distributed computing easy with the 

networking capability that is inherently integrated into it. 

+ Portability: Program once, Run anywhere (Platform Independence) 

One of the most compelling reasons to move to Java is its platform 

independence. Java runs on most major hardware and software platforms, 

including Windows 95 and NT, the Macintosh and several varieties of UNIX. 

Thus, JAVA programs become more portable. 

+ Security 

Java is one of the first programming languages to consider security as part of 

its design. The compiler, interpreter, and Java-compatible browsers all 

contain several levels of security measures that are designed to reduce the 

risk of security compromise, Joss of data and program integrity, and damage 

to system users. 

+ Reliability 

ecurity and reliabilit go hand in hand. Java compiler provides several 

lcv .ls f additional checks to identify type mismatches and other 

in n ist mci ·s while Java runtime system duplicates many of the checks 

p .rformcd by the compiler and perform additional checks to verify that the 

exc nuubl byte odes form a valid Java program. 
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•1!- Multimedia: Images, Sounds and Animation 

The sizzle of Java is Multimedia - Sounds, 1111<1 )CS, Graphics and Video. Java, 

throuuh the packa res of classes that arc an integral part of the Java 

programming world, provides extensive multimedia facilities that will enable 

a programmer to start developing powerful multimedia applications 

immediately. 

+ Javalseans 

JavaBeans make it easy to write reusable components that can be strung 

together with a minimum of additional coding. Although Microsoft's ActiveX 

offers similar advantages, Beans are less focused on a Windows-centric world 

and are somewhat more portable. Javalleans offer a promising mechanism for 

building general-purpose business components that you can reuse with 

minimal modifications. 

+ Java is Robust 

Java puts a lot of emphasis on early checking for possible errors, as Java 

compilers are able to detect many problems that would first show up during 

execution time in other languages. Java eliminates certain types of 

programming constructs in other languages that are prone to errors. For 

instance, Java does not support pointers, which eliminates the possibility of 

overwriting memory and corrupting data. Java has a runtime exception 

handling feature to provide programming support for robustness, and can 

catch and respond to an exceptional situation so that the program can 

continue its normal execution and terminate gracefully when a runtime error 

o .curs. 

+ .lnvn is Multithrcnderl 
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In Java, multithrcadcd pro~r:imm111' has been smoothly integrated into it, 

while in other lan ma 1cs, operatin 1 systcn -spccific procedures have to be 

call xl in order to enable multithrcadin 1• Multithreading is especially useful in ..... 
graphical user interface (GUl) and network programming. 

o!o Java is Dynamic 

The Java programming language was designed to adapt to an evolving 

environment. New methods and properties can be added freely in a class 

without affecting their clients. Besides, Java is able to load classes as needed 

at runtime. 

4.3.3 SQL Server 2000 
Mic: osoft SQL Server 2000 is bein 1 considered for the database repository in 

event management system instead or Microsoft /\ccess. 

/\. filcscrvcr database, such as Microsoft Access, handles requests for data by . 
directly accessing the database file located somewhere on the network or on the 

server itself The actual requests are made from the database engine on the client 

computer, which is responsible for locating the necessary database file(s) and 

determining what data should be read. This is extremely inefficient, as large amounts 

of data need to be transferred to the client for processing. A single request may 

actually require several accesses to the database, for example when updating a 

record, and accordingly a large amount of communication between the client's 

database engine and the fil erver database is necessary. A fileserver-based database 

is therefore best suited in a single-user desktop application, or systems with a small 

number of users with simple requests. Event Management System handles a big 

numb ·r of custr mcrs from any place and any time in making reservation. Microsoft 

/\ · · ·s~ ·011 only support 25 concurrent users in a time but Event Management 
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System needs more than that because it has to support many simultaneous 

transactions between database and client lrom Internet, administrators and operators. 

11 tile other hand, L crvcr is a client/server database which has more 

scalable and robust database architecture. Jn a client/server system, the server itself 

handles all requests for data. Applications on the client side send high-level requests, 

usually Structured Query Language (SQL) queries, which the server processes and 

returns only the result for. The clients do not directly read from or write to the 

database file and there is a much lower communication overhead as only queries and 

their results are sent over 'the wire. This approach proves to be very efficient for 

handling a large number of requests and is employed in most industry strength 

databases. Therefore, if compared to Microsoft J\ccess, SQL Server 2000 rs more 

suitable for Event Management. 

In addition to the significant performance and scalability advantages SQL Server 

has over Microsoft Access, there are a number of other key considerations to be 

taken into account. SQL Server is a transactional database system, providing 

integrated fault tolerance to ensure the data is always left in a consistent state, even 

in the event of the server crashing. Microsoft Access does not offer such robustness 

and often fails under a heavy workload, such as in a hosting company's shared Web 

Server environment. Although Microsoft Access databases are much easier to 

develop and administer than SQL Server databases, the technology's limited 

scalability and robustness does not make it a viable option for serious development 

projects. 

4.4 Hardware and Software Requirements 

Th ' proposed system developed, would necessitate the use of the hardware 

1111d soliwun.: equipment as specified below: 
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);- Hardware 

The hardware requirements include: 

~ Pentium IV Ml lz (Recommended for faster performance) .... 
~ 256MB DOR RAM 

+ 40 GB Hard Disk Drive 

-!- l.44MB Floppy Disk Drive 

~ CD-RW Drive 

~ Display Monitor 

<!> Keyboard & Mouse' 

+ PCI 10/1 OObase T Network Adapter Card 

);.- Software 

The software packa }CS requirements: 

4' Microsoft Windows XP Professional 

+ Microsoft Office XP 

+ Microsoft Project 2000 

<!- Microsoft SQL Server 2000 

+ Java™ 2 SDK, Standard Edition, version 1.4.0 or above . 

+ Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 

+ Microsoft Internet Explorer 4 or above 

+ Apache Tomcat 4. I 

+ lntellil JDEA (Java ompiler) 
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TalJlc 5.8: Total Amount tahlc definition 
~· -- 
>-- 

File St~c1..:ilic:1tio11 
File ID A lllOll II ( - 
File Name Tot:,d AnH~~1t_J.'ih:: - 
rile Des .ription This file stores the total amount that will be paid by the 

customers. 
rile Organization Indexed File 
Record key Nil 
Field Name Tvpcs Length Description 
Res ID Char 10 Reservation ID 

Rental Char 10 Rental ofRoom 
' 

Meal Total Char 10 Total amount of meal ordered. 

SideOrder Chat 10 Total amount of side order. 

Card_ Charge Char 10 Total amount of invitation card 
charges. 

Discount har 10 Discount riven 

Deposit har 10 Deposit riven 

Total Char 10 1 otal amount that a customer should . 
av. 

Table 5.9 : Guests table definition 

File Specification 
File ID Guests 
File Name Customer Guests File 
File Description This file stores the guests' lists provided by the customer. 

File Organization Indexed File 
Record key Nil 
Field Name Types Length Description 
Res ID Char 10 Reservation TD 

Guest Name Char 50 Guest Name 

S ·at._Allo ation hnr 10 Seat Number 

Pnx Char 10 Pax 

Table 5.10: Company Staff table definition 

[1 ilc Specification 
Fi I • II) 
Fil· Name 

Staff 
Company Slaff File 
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•• 

~ 
file Description This :;k stores the company staffs' profile. 

file Organiz:1tio11 Indexed File 
Record key Stal'i' II - --- -- 
Field Na me Ty )CS Length Description 

Char - 
Staff ID 10 ompany Staff 1 D 

Staf(_ Type Char 20 Staff Type 
l. Operator 
2. Administrator 

Name Char 50 Staff Name 

Contact No· Char 12 Staff Contact Number 

Login_ID Char 8 Staff Login ID 

Login_pw Char 8 Staff Login Password 

' 

Table 5.11 : Internet User table definition 

Vi le Snccifica tion 
File 10 lntcrnetUscr 
[7ilc Name f nternet User File 
File Description This file stores registered internet. users' profile. 

File Organization Indexed File 
Record key Cus ID 
Field Name Types Length Description 
Cus ID Char 10 Customer ID 

Login_ID Char 8 Registered Users' Login ID 

Login_pw Char 8 Registered Users' Login Password 

Table 5.12 : Invitation Card table definition 

File Specification 
1~ ile ID Card 
File Name Invitation Card File 
File cs ription This file stores the invitation card amount ordered by 

customers. 
Fill: Organization Indexed File 
Record key Nil 
Field Nnme Types Length Description 
Res II har 10 Reservation ID 

'nrd II har 10 Invitation ard Type ID 
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Total of Card [,_10 -1 Total~ ards Ordered by ustorncr 

Table 5.13: Events table definition 
-- 
File Snccification ... 

hie 10 Events 
hie Name Events File 
File Description This file stores the details of the events that will be published 

on to the web site. 
File Organization Indexed File 
Record key Event ID 
Field Name Types Length Description 
Event ID Char 10 Event ID 

- 

Event Name Char 100 Event Name 
I 

Host Char 50 Host Name 

Description Char 500 Event Description 

Date Datctime 8 Event ate 

Time har 20 Event Time 
- 

Link Char 50 Relevant Link 

Status Char 20 Event Approve or Not Approve 

Reason Char 500 Reason of disapproving an event 

5.5 Draft - User Interface Design 
The Human Computer Interface (HCI), commonly called the user interface is 

a doorway into an interactive softwar application. The interface is the system for 

most users. However poorly designed, is stands as the representation of the system. 

The interface must help us 'rs and business get the information they need in and out 

ol' th· S SI 'Ill by uklrcs: in l the following objectives: 

)..- !~/le: uiveness as achieved through the data of interface that allow users to 

ace ·ss Iii' s st 'Ill in a way that is congruent with their individual needs 
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);- Efficiency as demonstrated 1/iro11gli iuterf« .e that both increase the speed 

ofdata entry and r uluc« errors 

)> User .onsidcrution rs d 1111011strat id 111 the description of suitable 

int irfaces and by providing appropriate feedback to users from the 

system 

> Productivity as measured by ergonomically sound of design for user 
interfaces and workspaces. 

As information of EMS displayed in web pages form, it is also important to consider 

the web page design. Belo-{v are some consideration taken when designing the user 

interface for the web site: 

).- Form layout presentation 

r: Form appears as it is suppos to wh in r 'JI(/ r id by d([/i·r nt browser 

);;- Resolution of the page elements (Graphic & Animation) 

> The speed of modem used to download pages 

5.5.1 Event Management System Screen Design 

Screen design in Event Management System is presented in a web document 

form on the browser and in a real time form. The web document will contain 

components like text, graphic, input fields, buttons and others, which normally can 

be found in the web document. Since EMS is developed using JSP, thus this web 

based application is supported by Java. On the other hand, Java will be used to 

develop an interface for administrators and operators in a local environment. 

5.5.2 General onsidcration When Designing User Interface 

a Be .onsistcnt, which means use a consistent fonnat for menu selection and data 

display. , se of consistent label, standard abbreviation is also necessary 
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b) Offer meaningful feedback such as di splay appropriate error message when the 

user has done or key i 11 wron ) I y 

'c) Reduce the command that must be memorized m order to carry out any 
!It'" 

operations 

d) Combo boxes will be used instead of text boxes to memorize any complex logic 

operations 

e) The system should be able to forgive mistakes so that it could protect itself from 

failure due to user mistakes 

The design of the gfaphical user interface for EMS is divided into the admin 

and operators screens and the internet user screen. To use the function of the system, 

the users just need one click on the selected task to do their jobs. The following 

screens are some of the graphical interface dcsi 111 for the EM'. 

For Online Environment: 

Elle li;dit ',liew F11vcr1tes Iools tJep I /;,"' 

('.} B.;ck • ii) 0 @'.] ,~·;~ ~ p search i}.f Favorites ~'Media 0 : e ~ :fJ.. ~ . [] ~ ~ ~ 
,-----------' -----------·------------------------ 

Address 1;fil ht1p://localust:8000/leSt/mai1.htm cv: i:] Go Lrl<s " 

Restaurant C'L1( 

JVelcomi: Cpcomi11g Events 
Time: _-111g11s1 zoos 

C.1r•!11 t N,,,,Jt,·r 
1,11 ~I 1)11•, Ill~ 
h•t(11.:l)llfit lfY,f 

ff-, t"J\f Ti;. ... - r- - lv~l~ "Dt~~·~~l•I~---·-- - 
r-; ;;5•2300 · -~ [Ci~~L.~di;;~htconrnc~ civi; 'ir",,n r~r further 
[ ' . ,dctnih, • 

i 5 f -l830-2200- - \C;;;,i;'ru;; Wind b~d ~\;s~ci~ti~n--· - 

193;:-2300 /~e~ to Jl\,e, no .~eed to' pre bo;k:' RM20 
, • 1c.ntrnnce. 1 ., ' • i 

~'°' _I _~~~.l~~__fon:c~oni:~~:~-------- ---=-_j 

1 __ !:!g~L,..-.t) 

·--.tror.ie "J 
Cote.ring -) ·-~--- 

'1 :49:09 AM. 

'6!'1 IM•• i I I I ~Local k11r;nit 

Figure 5.1 • Internet User Main Page 
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E.lla Edit y~w F.ive< lbJS looh lH1 

(l}~-.:k • 'J G) lFJ '1 l;>SPord1 1.\rMirlb•• ~'M<11.ll.• {?/ (·.:· 
At~•··~ 11:.l '1t1pj/bcail0ol:OC00/1!>5Vmon.htm -----~~--~-~---- 

Nes1u11r(1111 ( lJJ( 

.1Velcomc 

_ .signu~ 

Tune:' I 
.. 1:47:56AM.:_ ···--· l 
Date: ! 
\Sund".')'_}1 Au_'l.3_~2_ 

11 

.. ;- ax :(lm.>863 3193 

~;;~;~:::.101~om I 

'It'·•. 

t!o_rr;:_.~J 
_..;_~ ~ro~i~~j 

Catering-~) 

·---------~-~~-_.__ _ _.. --- 

Ji igurc 5.20 : Internet User Login Page 

For Local Envlio11111ent: 

Event Records-----~ 

'i' Ll Records 
'i' Ll Gales 

1- D Nex son 
: __ DnPco. 
- D dhrr 
'· D Nicole Chin 

0-['.l Carlos 

'i' c:i Newton, 
D Mr.Suiukf 
D Carvin 
D Nex Soh 

1 D Leel• 
<i>-['.l Powell 

1~ 

Emrres------·-------------·------------------~ 

l 
I 

I 

USER LOGIN 

Login N01ne: !, -') 

Password: L, _,1 

'----o-K __ ~I \ __ R_•_·s_ut _ __, I _________ J -------------------·----------- 
Rocords- --~---------------------------·--------~-------- 

('onlrH:t. r!nt t-1 St m-t End 

- - - J --. 

Figure 5.21 Administrator and Operator Login Page 
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~~ii~. ~:;.:m,rqf"~i?';;! 

-~·1·1Q~G~n-~-r~1~1 r:t11xJ IJ 1~~1 
j l'nlrlo~ t:\."Unt nocouts -- ·~-·- · 

<t) t::l 11etor(IS 
<;' r::::l 0>1IOS 

Qf\101eQ. ll 

Dr11>co. 
D ,,hn 
D Nlc,010 Chin 

L) rulog 
9 c:J New1on' 

D Mr.Su:o!lJkl 
Dca1v111 
D AlexSoh 
D Leela 

<!>-C] Powell 

F.V1£NT CALENDAR 

.... 
YF.An: ~003 ~] MONT111 jJuu .. 1y 31 Chanun Oato ! 

liRecords- .. r- -------------=~-:-:-'.'"'.:"'."',.,"-;;-,,--,..,,----------~ 
R•~SC1:"'."llt.tol\ '.s Rocorus 

_J 

Contact Date Start Lnd Event 

I 
[-vnnt llecords--- 

9 Cl Records 
9 Cl eates 

D Alex sen 
· DnPco 
D dhtr 
D Nicola Chin 

<!>-C] Carlos 
9 Cl[Newtonl 

Cl "1r.Suzukl 
D Calvin 
D Alex Soh 
D Leela 

<!>-C] Powell 

Figure 5.22 : Operator Event nlcndar Viewer 

EventN&me: ,___ __, 

Ho~Name: •~------------------__, 

ConlactNa: '--------------------- 

Date Book: 

Slart Time: .__ ___J 

End Time: 

Pax: 

No.of Tobie: 

Rent~l)lpe:Ljs_·Eu_cr ~---· 

Records---~- - ........ ~-·-·-·- 

Pax 

Figure 5 .23 : Operator Reservation Form 
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Chapter 6 System Implementation 

6. l Introduction 
ystcm implementation is a prqf.CSS that converts the system requirements 

and system designs into workable program codes. The initial stage of system 

implementation involves setting up the development environment which involved 

installing proposed development tools to facilitate the system implementation. 

Generally, the development environment is saited according to different 

development phases, which can be categorized into system design, system 
I 

development and report writing process. Each module in Event Management System 

' is developed separately and later integrated into a fully functional system once every 

module has been tested successfully. 

6. 1.1 System Desi 111 

Microsoft Visio 2000 and Microsoft Word XP arc used in preparing data flow 

diagram (DFD), and flow charts for developed system. Although system design is 

being stated clearly in Chapter 5, nevertheless, during the initial stage of system 

development, a number of considerations and adjustments were done to the initial 

system design when the earlier proposed techniques are found not suitable and also 

in order to match the actual needs and requirements. 

6.1.2 System Development 

The basic tools used for the system development are: 
I. Microsoft Windows XP Professional (Operating System) 

/\r ache Tom at 4. I (Web Server) 

Microsoft L crvcr 2000 (Database Management System) 

I. Tcxtl'ud and lntclliJ IDE/\ (Web Technology and Development Platform) 

Macromcdin rcarnwcavcr MX (Web Authoring Tools) 

6. Microsoft Front Pa re XP (Web Authoring Tools) 
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7. Internet Explorer 6.0 (Web Browser) 

8. Notepad (Editor for I lTM I, coding) 

9. Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Ima re .rcation Tool) 

I 0. Greeting Card Factory Deluxe (Greeting Card Creation Tool) 

6.1.3 Report Writin]; 
All the problems encountered, together with solutions found throughout the 

processes (from system implementation until system evaluation) were recorded, as 

well as the result from system testing and system integration. 

6.2 System Coding !. Coding Approach, Style and Scripting 

Language 

6.2.1 Database Implementation 
For Event Management System, the database is stored in a P 111 which 

Microsoft S L Server 2000 is installed. Any data creation, updates or data retrieval 

will be connected directly to the database server through JDBC-ODBC. 

In general, the database includes tables to keep users' details including users' 

authentications information. Event Management System is a real time or window 

based application in which the administrators can create, edit and delete 

administrative records directly from or into Event Management System database 

while the operators will help the customers on reserving rooms and handling 

invitation. Operators are also allowed to add, edit or delete any reservation records 

from or into the database. On the oth r hand, customers can only view their 

reservation records and modify them through the function from the web-based 

npplicutiou. ustom .rs arc allowed to publish their events onto the web where these 

re .ords will be recorded into the database and only administrators are granted the 

ri •hl to vnlidnte those information posted Crom the customers through the web site. 
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ln order to fulfill the .ystcm' .requiremcnts, a database named "1-.:.MS" is built 

using Microsoft S L Server 2000 Enterprise Edition. This database includes 14 

tables as shown below: •• 
Table 6.1 : Database Description 

.----- - 
_!:~_!>lcE_ame ]._________________ Description \ 
Card I This table is used to store data about the amount of cards printed by \ 

customers and th~_cost involved. . J 
' Cardprice ~ I' This table is~Used to store d:iia abollt ihe card types .ind thOir pfiCes \ 

I 
'.J?!ovided by the company. ·· 

Company I' This table is used to store data about company profile, including the I 
_______ __,!! business hour, email, address and other relevan! d~ta. J 
Condition. - - : This table ~s used to store data about the con-di ti on of the tables l 

i booked by customers. If the table is fully filled with their guests, the 
condition of this table will be changed to "FULL". This is to 

1 increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the operation of guests 
allocation. 

~~~·~~~~.~,.:_;_~--~~- 

_
Custome:_J· Thi.stable is used to store personal data about customers, including j 

: their contact number l number and others. --- -·-- 
Event _J This table is used to store data about the events published on the j 

i . ~Ol]~Qa~yj_ WC~~~- _ ·----- 

J This table is used to store the guest names invited by the host and I 
· their seat numbers. -·---- 

\ 
This table is used to store the customers' login names and passwords I 

-----~- for validation purpose. 

I
' This table is used-to store- data about the rneal packages provided by I 

------·. the company, including their prices per table. 
Mealtype J This table is used to store data about the meal categories provided by I 

_J the company, such as breakfast, lunch and_ others. 
Reservation J This table is used to store customers' reservation details. _J 

I 
This table. is used to store data about the rooms provided by thj 
com any, including their rental. _ -----~ ". _I This table i used to store data about the staffs using this systemj 
either. operators or administrators. The data stored including their 

_!Qgin 1 and asswords. _ 

I 
This table is used to store data about the total amount charged for an I 
event. ~~~~~ ~-~~------------·----~ 

Guest 

"Login 

. Meal 

Room 

'rot a/ 
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Figure 6.2 : Database Relationship 
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. 
After the Event Management System is completed and tested successfully, all 

the raw data were flushed from the database.' All the unnecessary tables were 

eliminated from Event Management System database to avoid data overlapping and 

to reduce workload of the entire system during the deployment. 

6.2.2 Web Server Configuration 
By using the JSP platform, not much configurations or settings needed to be 

done on the server side. In JSP, all developments should be treated as a single 

application. Web-bas d EMS is created by configuring Apache Tomcat as following: 

Table 6.2 : Web Server Configuration 

Confi 111r ·A mche Tomcat 4. l 
After finishing the installation of Apache Tomcat 4.1, you may have to copy an 
.x111l file which named "admin.xml" from the webapps folder, subdirectory of 
Tomcat 4.1, which will normally located in C:\Program Files\Apache 
G mu pvl'umcnt 4.1, and save the file as a new file in the same directory as 
"cans. ml". 

2 Ope11 th· "cms.xml" file in Notepad and change the line shown below: 
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<Context path=v/adrn in" doc Basc=" . ./scrvcr/wcb<•j)j>sl:ul min" 
To 
<Context path=''/cms (any name)" docUasc="C:/Documc11ts and 
Scttings/MSUSER/Dcsktop/OnEMS (Oirectory of where the .ISi' files located)" 
AND 
prcfix="localhost_a~iinin_log." suffix=" .txt" 
To 
prcfix="clk (any name)." suffix=".txt" 
AND finally, save the file. 

Next, start your Tomcat server by clicking on start->All Programs-c-Apache 
Tomcat 4.1->Start Tomcat. 

Finally, to access your page, type the URL in any browser which has the format 
below: 
http://computer name:port number/ems (or any name you state in the Context 
path)/main.jsp i 

To make sure the EMS application, either web-based or window-based, 

connecting to Microsoft SQL Server 2000 database, we have to re iistcr the database 

as an ODB ara ourcc through the Data ourccs option in the Windows 

Control Panel. After that, a few lines of codes need to be inserted into each JAVA 

files which are: 

try 
{ 

Class.forName("sun.jdbc. odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver''); 

connection = DriverManager.getConnection(co.getUrlO,co.getUserO, co.geti'asstl); 
} 
catch(ClassNotFoundException cnfe) 
{ 

System.out.printlni'Fail To Open DataBase''); 
} 
catc/J(SQLJ:,"'.,\·ception sqle) 
{ 

System. 01111 rintlnt" nab le To onnect JDBC ''): 
} 

By hnvin th 'SC codes the files will be automatically connected to EMS 

d11tt1l us '. 
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6.2.3 Program Implementation 

6.2.3.1 Coding Approach 

Top-down c din 1 method is selected lo code the EMS. _Top-down coding 

method is based on the principle of coding the higher-level modules first and leaving 

the lower level; modules called in skeleton form, to be filled in later. The lower 

modules are only a shell, with an entry and an exit. In other words, as the higher 

module is being coded, references are made to the lower modules as if their coding is 

available. But in fact, a call to that still-incomplete module will result in an empty 

action. This approach is us~d to allow testing to begin on some of the modules while 

others are still being coded. By using this approach, the most serious types of errors 

are identified early. 

6.2.3.2 Coding Style 

Several programming principles arc being applied in the coding of the yst m 

to ensure the system consistency, maintainability and re.aaability. The principles are: 

1. Indenting, formatting and commenting the code to help to increase the 

system code's readability. 

ii. Using a variable naming convention consistently to increase the program's 

consistency and maintainability. 

6.2.3.3 Scripting Language 

In EMS, there are two scripting languages on the client side which are the 

JavaScript and ISP. 

JavnScript 

ln · M Java ript rs used to validate data from the forms before it rs 

sul mitt .d to the server. 
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function Submit() 
{ 

logx = documcnr.Innbcok 
logx l = logxcvcnt.valuc; 
logx2 = logx.hnll. value; 
loux :..: lo ix.sda: ..vnluc; 

o·· d logx I= logx.c arc.value; 
logxS = logx.s'Tirnc.valuc; 
logx6 = logx.cTimc. value; 
logx7 = logx.pax.value; 
logx8 = logx.rental.value; 
logx9 = logx.table.value; 
logxlO = logx.MName.value; 

if((logx9.length!=O && logxlO=O) II (logx9.length==O && logxlO!=O)) 
{ 

alert("Please make sure you reserve TABLES if you want to reserve MEAL 
PACKAGES!") 

return false 

if(logxl.length <=O II logx2==011 logxJ.length <=O II logx4.length <=011 logxS =O II 
Jogx6=0ll logx7.length <=011 logxS==O) 

{ 
aleruPlcasc Iii! in the mandatory Iiclds!") 
return false 

else 
{ 

if(parscl nt(logxS)>=parscl nt(logx6)) 
{ 

alert("Jnvalid Time!") 
return false 

} 
else if(isNaN(logx9)llisNaN(logx7)) 
{ 

alert("Invalid Number Format!") 
return false 

} 
else 
{ 

document. frrnbook I .event 1. value = document.frmbook.event. value; 
document.frmbookl .hall I .value= document.frmbook.hall.value; 
docurnent.fnnbook I. rental I. value = document. frmbook. rental. value; 
documcnt.fnubo k l.sdatc l.value = document.frmbcok.sdate.value; 
document. frmbook J .cdatel .value= docurnent.frmbook.edate.value; 
d ument.frmb ok 1.stimel. value = document.frmbook.sTime. value; 
document. Irmbook l .etime 1.value = document.frmbook.eTime.value; 
do um nt.frmbook I .pax l .value= document.frmbook.pax.value; 
d umcnt. frmbook I .table 1. value= document.frmbook.table. value; 
cl umcnt. frmbook I .meal 1. value= document.frmbook.MName. value; 
document. frrnbook I .other I. value= document.frmbook.other.value; 
document. frmbook I .submit(); 

J 
Fi~ur · 6.2 : Jnvn Script i11 EMS to validate the fields before submitting them 
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Besides that, the Java Script can also be used together with DI ITML events to 

control HTML elements. When an event occurs, the Java 'cript functions will be 

ailed to do somethin 1• 

cript" type="textlJavaScri pt"> 

Welcome"," To Event"," Management"," System ... "]; 

function start() 
{ 

window.setlnterval("run()",50); 
showtime(); 

function showtime() 
{ 

var now = new Date(); 
var hours= now.get Hours(); 
var minutes= now.gctlvtinutcst); 
var seconds now.get econds(); 
var timcValuc u u +((hours> 12)? hours. 12: hours); 
timeValue +=((minutes <.10)? ":O": ":'')+minutes; 
time Value t= ((seconds< 10)? ":O": ":")+seconds; 
timeValue +=(hours>= 12)? "P.M.": "A.M."; 
document.Tirnelrate.time.value = timeValue; 
TimerID = setTimeout("showtime()", 1000); 
timerRunning =true; 

II Array of day names 
var dayNames =new Array("Sun" "Mon" "Tue" "Wed" "Thur" "Fri" ' ) ' ' ' ·' "Sat"); 
var monthNames =new Array("Jan", "Feb","March","April", 

"May" "June" "July" "Aug" "Sept" "Oct" "Nov" "Dec")· ' ' ) ' ' ' ' ' vary = now.getYear(); 

II Y2K compliant 
if (y < {000) 
y += 1900; 
var d=(dayNames[now.getDay()] +" "+ now.getDate() +" 

" m nthNames[now.getM nth())+" "+y); 
documcru.Timelrate.date.value = d; 

run ti 11 run() 
{ 

c unt+ speed; 
ii ( ount%200)--0) 
l 

lip. ·d· -1; 
dir · tlon ldlrccrion; 
Tcxt.innerl ITML ;, i>"+firstLin' i++ % 
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4]+"</i> /b></font> br> ~b~> br><br>"; 
) 

} 
</script> 

Java Script. For EMS windows-based application, Java 1.4.0 had been used. Below 

Figure 6. : .lava cript in EM during body 'onload' 

6.2.3.4 Development of EMS 

Most of the codes in web-based EMS are using HTML tags, JSP Scripts and 

are some examples of JSP script and Java coding. 

<jsp:useBean 
id="myJoinBean" 
scope="session" 
class=vbookingbeans.Joinlsean" 
I> . 

. <jsp:setProperty 
name="myJoinBean" 
property=" bnLogin" 
param="login" 
/> 
<% if(myJoinBean.check()-="") 

{ 
rcsponsc.scndkcdirccrf'join l .jsp''), 

} 
else if(myJoinBean.check2()="'') 
{ 
response. sendRed irecu"] oi n I .j sp "); 
%> 

Figure 6.4 : A sample of JSP script 

public void dateCompare2() 
{ 

try { 
Date theDateObject = getDateForString(getResDate(), "ddMMyyyy"); 
Date theDateObjectl = getDateForString(getResDay(), "ddMMyyyy"); 
String nowDate = getSystemDate(); 
Date theDateObject2 = getDateForString(nowDate, "ddMMyyyy"); 

if(theDateObjectl .before(theDateObject) II 
theDateObjectl .before(theDateObject2) II theDate0bject.before(theDate0bject2)) 

{ 
JOptionPane. howMessageDialog( reservation. this, "Invalid 

Date","Alert" JOptionPan .WARNING_MESSAGE); 
dnte_fi ld.set'Tcxtt'"); 
dn ficld.sctText(""); 
datc....:field.grabFocus(); 

) 
nt.ch(Exc ·pti 11 re){ 

. JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(reservation. this, "Invalid 
I 11 ","/\I •1t",JOptio11P1111 ·.WARNIN _M ,SSAGE); 

duy _lield.sctT ext(""); 
//dny _fic!d.grabI'ocus(); 
date Iicld.sct'Iext "" · 
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l __ -=_J 
Figure 6.5: A sample of .lava Cocling. 

6.3 Chapter Summary 
haptcr 6 presented the System Implementation in terms of the coding 

approach, coding principle, developing coding for EMS and the development tools 

used. During the development of web-based EMS, HTML is basically used to show 

the interfaces. Forms created using H'i'Ml. is processed using JSP scripting. In order 

to have a more dynamic and interesting interfaces, client-scripting language like 
, I 

Javaxcript with DHTML events is used. While for EMS windows-based application, 

which is used by administrators and operators, was developed by using Java 1.4.0. 

Next, haptcr 7 will further discuss the system-testing phase in EMS ystem. 
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Cha pter 7 System Testing 

7.1 introduction 
'l'cstinu is an irnporlan! process in developing a system. All of the systcm'g, 

newly written or modified application programs-as well as new procedural manuals, 

new hardware, and all system interfaces must be tested thoroughly. Testing of a 

system does not actually come at the end of the system development, but should be 

carried out during the de':'elopment phase. 

The purpose of testing is to ensure that the resulting component of program as 
j 

well as the program as a whole fulfills the requirement specification and to eliminate 

faults in the program. Due to the errors that have been done during the system 

development or system design, faults and failures may happen even when the entire 

system has been developed. Therefore, the main idea or tcstin r is to demonstrate 

correctness of. the program, identify the errors in the system coding or the system 

design. The errors that are discovered during the testing procedures will be corrected. 

7.2 Types of Testing 
Although the testing process involved a lot of methods and testing levels, but 

basically there are 4 major stages of testing involved in the EMS system. 

1) Unit Testing 

2) Module Testing 

3) Intearation Testine 0 . 0 

I) S stem Tcstinu 

Unit 
·r tin 

Module 
Testing 

~tegcatl~ LT es ting Testing ,- 
'-----' 

L_ 

Figure 7.1 : Testing Process 
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7 .2.1 Unit Tes ti nu 

Unit testing is the process to test the individual co111po11c11t to ensure that they 

function properly. Each component is tested independently without the interference 

from other ystern components. Unit test is performed concurrently with the 

development process. 

The unit testing involves: 

• Testing the interfaces to ensure that the information flows properly into and 

out of the program unit. 

• Testing the boundary condition to ensure that the component is operating 

'correctly at boundary values. 

• Make sure that all independent paths in a control structure are tested at least 

once. 

• Testing all error handling paths. 

Table 7.1 : Unit Test Case in windows-based EMS 

No Test Procedure Output/Error Analysis of Test Result 
1 Key in correct data into User ID Main page (either User ID and Password 

and Password. Operator or Admin was proceed 
Menu) displayed. successfully in Login 

coding. 
2 Click OK button without key in A warning message Java function is 

any data. was pop out. working. 
") Click Calculation button from the Calculation screen The link is working. J 

Main Menu was displayed. 

7.2.2 Module Testing 
Module te ting i performed without other system modules. A module 

consists of a collection of dependent components to perform a particular task or 

luuct ion. I i ff crcnt possible test cases are applied to the module and the test results 

would be verified. Unusual results will be analyzed and they would help in 

debu • 1i11 1 suh-ruodules in order to produce the desired output. 

The following section discusses .omc of the modules test in, in detail: 
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!. l.ooin A !oc/11/e 

• Louin as a valid user with correct User II and Password. Validated users arc 

allowed to access the website. 

e Login as user with either incorrect login JD or password. The program will 

alert the users that either the login ID or password is incorrect. 

• Login as administrators or operators for EMS application. The administrators 

or operators are then allowed to access the administrative services such as 

add, edit and delete functions. 

2. Reservation Moduf e 

• Test to reserve ball room by filling in all values in all fields from the booking 

screen. 

• Test with entering correct data and incorrect data. 

3. • Delete Module 

• Test to cancel an existing record. 

4. Update Module 

• Test to update or change a reservation record. 

• Try to select or key in any values to proceed. 

• Test on Reservation History to view existing reservation records. 

7.2.3 Integration Testing 

The integration testing is carried out after the module testing process has been 

done. When the individual components or modules are working in satisfactory and 

mcctinu the syst m objcctiv s during the module testing, those modules are then 

bein • combined into a whole working system. Several independent modules 

.ombin .d into a sin ilc system may cause some unpredicted and unexpected errors 

that r ·Int 'S to the intc .ration or these modules. Therefore, integration testing is a 

syst '1n11ti · approach for constructin 1 the application while conductinn tests to 
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discover errors associated with intcrfacinu or different components or modules. 

Several important aspects arc checked to ensure th11t tile flow or the data in EMS is 

well organized and arc user friendly to all the system users. 

Test Procedure 

Table 7.2 : Integration Testing for web-based EMS 

Analysis of Test Result Step Output/Error 
1 Login as a user User login into 

Reservation Main 
Menu. 

User JD and Password is 
proceed successfully in Login 
script. 

2 In Reservation 
Screen, book a room 
after key in values in 
all fields. Then click 
Submit. 

Confirmation of 
booking shown. 
Status for a new 
reservation is 

I "RESERVED". 

Booking script is running 
correctly without any errors. 
Booking details will be 
updated in database. 

3 In Reservation 
Screen again, leave 
all the fields blank 
and click Submit. 

Error occurred. An 
error message "Please 
in the mandatory 
fields" was shown. 

Error handling is working in 
script. 

4 Go to Records menu, 
click on any of the 
existing booking 
records. 

The booking details 
will be shown and 
allow for updating 
and deletion. 

Vicwin •script is working. All 
data is retrieved succcs fully 
from database. 

5 Modify the details by 
selecting a date that 
has been booked by 
another customer and 
click on "Update 
Details" button. 

Error occurred. An 
error message "Sorry, 
Fully Booked! Please 
try a new date or 
time!" was shown. 

Error handling is working in 
script. 

6 Go to Events menu 
to publish an event 
by choosing a ref# 
number and key in 
all values in all 
fields. Then, click on 
Publish Details. 

Confirmation of 
publishing shown. 
Status is changed to 
"PENDING" 

Event Publishing script is 
working. All data is stored 
successfully into the database. 

7 From Events menu 
again if your 
reservation status i 
still remain on 
'RE ;RV· 
( ·0111bo box docs not 
show an rel// 
numbers) or do not 
s .lcct any n;rt/ 
11111nbt;r. Publish 
I dails b11t1011 is 
'lick ·cJ. 

Error occurred. An 
error message "Sorry, 
picas' pay your 
dcpo: it before 
publishing any 
events!" was shown. 

Error handling is working in 
script. 
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8 From Events Menu, Error occurred. Error handlin is working in 
do not sclc t any rem script. 
number or leave all 
the fields blank. . Ii k on .lctc 
Details button. ..... 
lick on Invitation Confirmation of Email function is working 

button, select ref# sending shown. properly. 
number (if exist) and 
enter email 
addresses. Then click 
on Send Email 
button. " 

10 · From Invitation Error occurred. An Error handling is working in 
menu again, key in error message script. 
invalid email "Invalid address" was 
addresses. 

j 
shown. 

11 Click on User button, Confirmation of User Details updating is 
modify the details updating shown. working properly. 
and click on Update 
Details button. 

12 From User Menu Error occurred. Error handling is working in 
again, modify details cript, 
with special 
characters password 
or password 
exceeding 12 
characters, invalid 
email, invalid IC and 
invalid contact 
number. 

13 Click Logout button Web page will be All session is closed 
to log out. directed to the main successfully. Redirect 

page. function is working in script. 

7.2.4 System Testing 

After all the modules are completed, the entire system must then be validated. 

Carrying out the sy tem te ting process does the validation of the system. Testing the 

whole s stem is very di Ill rent from module and integration testing. When the system 

I ·s1 in 1 r ro · .ss is b iing carried out, the major difference compared to module and 

int' irntion testing is that one needs to work with the entire environment of the 

8 sl ·rn su ·h us the hardware, software, databases and the computer systems. 
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The objective or system tc.sti11g is to verify ~111d validate the functional and 

non-functional requirements or the system. Tile 1·u11ctio1111I and non-functional 

requirements or -;-M system arc as lcfincd in haptcr 4 System Analysis. 

There are several types of system testing that can be used to test a software 

system. But only 3 types of system testing are applied on the EMS system. 

> Function Testing 

Function testing focuses on the functionality of the system. It is based on the 

system functional requirement. The process is to check whether the system 

provides the function! to do the task for example like generating report for 

management purpose in EMS. 

).- Security Testing 

The main objective of security tcstin 1 is to verify that protection mechanism built 

into the system will protect it: from improper penetration. Although not much of 

security is applied in the EMS system except the .validations of password to enter 

the system, it is part of the testing which has been carried out too by testing the 

login module aggressively for any possible penetration. 

> Performance Testing 

This part of testing is carried out after the function testing. When the system 

performs the function required by the requirements, the testing process then turns 

to test the way in which thos functions are performed. Thus, the performance 

testing addresses the non-functional requirements. The purpose of this testing is 

to test the run time performances of the software within the context of an 

int· rrntcd system. It involves both hardware and software instruments. 
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7.3 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 7 presents the System Testing in terms of the types of testing 

conducted for the system. Unit testing is c~r~ductcd in the first stage, followed by 

module testing. After that, integration testing is carried out so that to discover errors 

associated with interfacing of different components or modules. System testing is 

carried out after integration testing to make sure that the whole system is working 

properly together with the environment of the system. 
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Chapter 8 System Evaluation 

8.1 Introduction 
This chapter is the final phase in the life cycle oI.thc project, during the 

periods of coding and implementation, various problems were encountered especially 

this system was built from scratch. So this chapter will highlight some of the 

problems faced throughout the project duration and also with the solutions that have 

~een taken to solve those problems. Besides that, this chapter will also include the 

evaluation of the system to identify its strengths and limitations. Possible ways to 
j 

enhance the system are also being explored as suggestions to further improve the 

system. 

8.2 Problems Encountered and its Solutions 
1) Unknown. MTP host al port 25 

After installing this system into a LAN environment, the SMTP host, which 

named "smtp.hotpop.com", I used previously when using dial up connection 

become invalid. The error message shown on the screen indicated that the system 

unable to connect to the SMTP host and it unable to detect the SMTP host: 

smtp.hotpop.com at port 25. 

Solution 

This problem occurred because our faculty Internet Service Provider (ISP) had 

blocked the default SMTP port which is port 25 for outgoing mail to avoid 

spammin 1. The only solution for this is by using our ISP's SMTP server instead 

or ours (smtp.hotpop.com). Therefore, I decided to use "smtpl.um.edu.my" as 

m SMTP host instead of "smtp.horpop.com" when running my system in our 

fo .ulty'» LAN environment. 

) lJ1111hl · to use rystul Report as my reporting tool 
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Although Microsoft Visual Basic or .Nct can easily connect to crystal report, 

.IA VA needs sonic classes and tedious codes to 1'1111111 this task. Alter searching 

and ·opyin, all the classes needed for integration between .I/\ V !\ and crystal 

report, problems still occurred such as "No response from server", "Cannot 

connect to server" and others problems related to the RAS (Report Application 

Server). 

Solution 

I searched for alternate reporting tools instead of Crystal Report, such as 

IntelliVIEW, RReport, Jfreelceport, JasperReport and other reporting tools that 

· can easily integrate with JAVA from the Internet. Finally, I chose JasperReport 

as my reporting tools because it provides many features such as reports zoomin 1 

printing function, exporting reports to P F, In ML Excel format and many other 

features. By using the classes proviclecl and going through the examples given, 1 

successfully created a report by using JAVA and Jasperkeport. 

3) Barcode printing on invitation cards 

It is not an easy task to search for free or sample source code to create a barcode 

from Internet. However, I found a sample source code for barcode 3 of 9 from the 

Internet but this source code is mainly on showing the barcode on a label from 

the system, which is for viewing purpose. I needed to modify it in order to print 

this barcode out to an invitation card. The problem is I cannot print out the full 

barcode onto an invitation ard. 

Solution 

The solution for this is by modifying the coordinates of the barcode used in this 

source code to lit the paper size and the desired location when printing invitation 

.nrds. Hy modifying some calculations, the height and the length of the barcode, 

I mnnu red to rct the desired barcodc size. 

I •.. 
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8.3 Evaluation by End User 

8.3. l System Strengths 

Sim )le and User Fric11cH.Y.l.!.!.!£rfacg_ 
If'" 

For web-based EMS, customers know how to reserve a ball room without any 

help. They can simply click on the button provided to view their booking records 

and modify it easily. The function of invitation is created simple enough to allow 

the customers on inviting their guests through email. Invitation message has been 

created for them and they only need to key in the email addresses in order to 

invite their guests. For pMS application, it is only used by administrators and 

. operators in a local environment. Administrators and operators will be able to , 

operate the application in a short time. They just need to move around their 

mouse to select the operations needed from the application window. Messages 

prompt out to indicate the status once an operation done. By viewing or clicking 

through the "tree" provided, the operators and administrators will be attached to 

the latest reservation details. The web-based EMS is simple and easy to use with 

bright links and buttons to indicate the availability of the links. While for EMS 

window-based application, the links are designed with image button and drop 

down menu to facilitate administrators and operators while going through the 

system. 

Security Features 

This system includes the security control that only allows authorized customers 

to a .ccss the w .b-bas d booking system. Each login done by the customers will 

hnvc to 10 throu rh a login checking control to make sure that the customers are 

usin • the .orrcct and unique user ID and password in order to access the system. 

11 ·11 .c, unauthorized users arc prohibited from accessing the records in' the 

dutubusc. Furthermore, I ~MS window-based application which used by the 

· I: 11 
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administrators and 01 craters is a local environment application where it can not 

be accessed through on line. Besides that, only authorized users who prov idc the 

correct user II and password arc allowed to enter this system. 

Processing Speed 

Compared to web-based application, server side EMS application is performing 

faster than the web-based EMS because the EMS windows-based application is 

only installed in a local workstation to perform its task on maintaining or 

operating the system. 

Validation of Input Data 

The system will prompt the users if there are any invalid data input or if the ' . 

mandatory fields are not filled. The system will prompt error messages to the 

users when the users attempt to perform illegal actions typos, or null value 

insertions. The error messages arc efficient enough to detect the format of the 

data to be inputted. These messages are helpful and important to the users 

because it allows the users to be kept updated regarding each process. 

111 

8.3.2 System Constraints 

No Multi Level Security for Administrators' and Operators' Accesses and 

Encryption of Password in the Database 

Due to the reason that the only administrators or operators that are going to 

maintain the users' records are the company staffs themselves, multi level 

database security are eliminated from the project so that the staffs are able to 

view all the records and p rform any actions to the records such as editing and 

corrc .tinu the data. However, there will be a need for multi level database 

security where ench level may only view certain allowed data from the database. 

This f .nturc has also been suggested in the future enhancement recommendation. 

I . 
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Version Dependent 

The EMS system is version dependent. As it is built with JAVA and JSP, it can 

only be run in any plat form with the same .IA VA version used when developing 
•• 

the system. 

8.4 Future Enhancements/ Suggestions 
After evaluating the system, there are some further improvements or 

enhancements can be done in order to upgrade the system, which stated as follow: 

a) The system could scan the barcode printed on the invitation cards which will be 

bring along by the guesrs when attending events and take attendance in order to 

- make sure how many guests have been arrived based on the barcode scanning. 

b) Due to the time constraints, the system can only generate two reports whereby 

there could be more reports generated for mana icmcnt purposes. 

c) Jn order to manage events in a more efficient way, the system could provide a I ll 11 

lucky draw function, so that the system can pick up a number according to the 111 

number printed on the invitation cards randomly and determine who the lucky 

draw winner is. 

d) The system could provide help function to assist the administrators or operators 

. during their operations. 

e) The web-based EMS could provide FAQ and help function to assist the 

customers during their reservation. 

O The web-based EMS ould provide electronic payment function for faster 

transaction. This could eliminate the burdens laid on the server side, and 

subsequently reduce the operators' workloads. 
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8.5 Knowledge and Experience Cained 

With basic llTML and progrumming knowlcd 11..: 1h:1t lc.u 11 in F SIT, I am 

still a ncwcom ·r i11 .I 't> and .Ii\ V /\. With the additional hard work of learning from 

scratch and self-learning .ISP and JAVA syntaxes and semantics where both the 

technologies have the similar syntaxes, the knowledge gained were precious and 

valuable. A handful of new experiences and knowledge were gained and they are: 

1. Querying for information from the databases, and web resources were 

made easier and more confident, especially the project's contents itself 

are all about getting the right and precise information one needs. The 

loads of information found are intelligently digested and has helped a lot 

in both the academically part and technical parts or the EM system. 

2. Knowledge about web-based application such as the roles played by web 

servers, application servers, and how web pages are transmitted from one 

destination to another destination was obtained. 

3. Knowledge of JAVA was obtained during system development like 

several methods to connect to the database. 

4. New knowledge gained of Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 

5. Improved knowledge about JavaScript, .TSP, HTML (especially the usage 

of tables for aligning) and Dynamic HTML (DHTML). 

6. Improved knowledge of using graphical tools like Macromedia 

Drearnweavcr MX Adobe Photoshop 7.0 and others. All these graphical 

tools are u cd in images editing, images creation, text manipulation as 

well as design of the page layout. 

7. !\. .knowlcdgcmcut of the useful notepad, which is found to be helping a 

lot i11 most of the pro •ramming side. 
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8. Understand the use of functions callin 1, variables namin 1 as they case the 

codes presentations and rcadinus. 

9. Lastly the most. valuable experience gained was how to solve problems -~ 
when sometimes certain modules do not work. 

8.6 Chapter Summary 

System evaluation in terms of the problems encountered and its solutions, 

certain situation faced in the system and its considerations, evaluation by end users, 

system strengths, and system constraints are evaluated in this chapter. Future 

enhancement is also included in this chapter so that the system can be further 

enhanced to a better system that matches all its requirements 'to become an 

impressive system that cater users' needs in all dimensions. This chapter concludes 

with the knowledge and experience gained during the software development. 

8. 7 Conclusion 
Event Management System is a pretty simple system. Basically, this system is 

to be utilized by administrators and operators. Besides, it also provides ease of usage 

to the indirect users of this system who are in this case the customers. Several studies 

have been done in order to find out the best solutions during the development of the 

system. 

Now, I have a better and clearer understanding on how to design a system. It 

is because through out this project I have studied many of the related materials and 

have obtained some knowledge which we cannot learn from books. The problems 

and needs of I ~MS system had been gone through to determine how computer 

hnrdwurc and software can improve the system. 
) 

Th ·r · urc many skills needed through out the whole project, which are 

plnnnin '• dircctinu and controlling the development of the system within a spc .ificd 
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time frame, schcduliuu to make sure th;1t the ~; '.ilc111 c;111 sulunit to the lecturer 01: 

t imc. 

Lastly, it is believed that event mana •e11K11t system will bring convenient i.·1 

rnana 'inn the events systematically and helping to ease tedious tasks for the users. 
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